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Contract NASI-17487 between the National Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration and the Lockheed-Georgla Company, effective August 8, 1983, provides
under Task No. 3 for preparing a final NASA Contractor Report, documenting the
test articles development and testing activities. The Contract is sponsored by
the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Project Office of the Langley Research
Center, with Dal V. Maddalon serving as Technical Monitor. This document,
submitted in fulfillment of DRL-O03-2 of the subject contract, constitutes the
final report.
At the Lockheed-Georgla Company, the Contract was accomplished under the
cognizance of R. H. Lange, Manager, Advanced Concepts Department, with L. B.
Lineberger serving as Project Manager. Principal participants in this contract
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This report documents Lockheed's results in designing, fabricating, and
testing under NASA Contract NASI-17487, "Development of Laminar Flow Control
Wlng Surface Composite Structures," (WSCS) which continues the development of
technology for the integrated LFC wing structural concept identified in Phase I,
Reference I. The ultimate objective is to permit incorporation of LFC into
long-range commercial jet transports in the post--1990 period. The specific
objectives of the WSCS project reported herein support this program objective
and include; continue development of the integrated LFC wlng structural concept
identified in Phase I, and demonstrate that this concept can be efficiently
applied to the surface of a future commercial transport.
In satisfying these objectives, the project was organized into three major
tasks.
I) Preparation of a NASA Contractor Report documenting the NASI-16235,
"LFC Wing Panel Structural Design and Development" (WSSD) design,
manufacturing and testing activities.
2) Fabricate two chordwise Joint concept verification test panels
(defined in Reference 2 as CV2).
3) Conduct tests on two CV2 panels to verify the static tension and
fatigue strength of these LFC wing surface chordwise joints.
The results from the NASI-16235 Program were documented in a NASA
Contractor Report (CR172330) reference 2, during task I.
In task 2 of the present study, two CV2 panels were fabricated.
Structurally, the CV2 concept verification panels were designed to satisfy the
requirements of the wing upper surface structure of the 1993 LFC transport wing
at approximately 55 percent semi-span (reference 2). Both panels were
fabricated using materials and processes established by the materials
verification and concept selection tests previously conducted in reference 2.
The principal objectives of the two CV2 panel tests, task 3.0, were to
verify the static tension and fatigue strength of the wing surface chordwise
joints.
These principal objectives were achieved. The CV2 panel withstood four
lifetimes of fatigue loading in m hot/wet environment without any failures.
Also, of the two CV2 panels tested in static tension, one failed within 2
percent of the predicted allowable load.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
The recognition of potential long-term shortages of petroleum-based fuel,
evidenced by dramatic increases in costs and periods where availability was
limited, has since 1973, emphasized the need for improving the fuel efficiency
of long-range transport aircraft. In 1976, in response to this need, the NASA
established the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program with the objective of
maintaining the U.S. competitive advantage through development of new technology
for fuel efficiency. Of all advanced-technology concepts currently under
consideration for application during the next two decades, Laminar Flow Control
(LFC) offers the greatest potential for improving the fuel efficiency of
transport aircraft. Consequently, LFC is one element of the ACEE program.
Both the theoretical methods and engineering and design techniques
requisite to the application of LFC have been reasonably well-known since the
mld-1940's. The validity of this background and the potential of LFC were
partially evaluated in the 1960-1966 period by Northrop as a part of the X21A
LFC Demonstration Program.
In the process of formulating the current LFC Program, the NASA sponsored a
"Workshop on Laminar Flow Control," at the NASA Langley Research Center in April
1976. Attendees included representatives of the aircraft industry, the
airlines, the Department of Defense, and the NASA. It was the general concensus
of the workshop participants that the following tasks must be accomplished prior
to the incorporation of LFC on an operational aircraft:
(I) LFC structure and systems with acceptable weight and cost penalties
must be developed.
(2) Procedures for the economical manufacturing of LFC structure in a
production environment are required.
(3) The operational reliability of LFC in the airline environment must be
demonstrated.
NASA formulated a three-phase program with the goal of developing LFC
technology to permit application to aircraft in the 1990 period.
The Phase I effort, concluded in September 1978, resulted in the definition
of candidate LFC systems for application to future production aircraft. Phase
IT, of which this contract is a p_rt, involves the design and development of
selected structural concepts, and initial development and testing of selected
leading-edge subsystems. The final phase, Phase III, is envisioned as
encompassing the design, fabrication, and flight demonstration of an integrated
LFC system in a validator aircraft.
A central problem in the definition of a feasible production configuration
for LFC transports is the development of LFC surface designs which satisfy
aerodynamic requirements without imposing unacceptable structural weight
penalties, manufacturing costs, and operational requirements. Consequently,
during Phase I of the LFC program, extensive investigations were conducted in
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the development of structural concepts for the winE-box region of the wing of an
LFC transport. As a part of the development, alternative structural concepts
were evaluated, detailed designs were developed for selected concepts, manu-
facturing procedures were established, and full-scale structural specimens were
fabricated and tested.
']'he selected LFC surface design for the winE-box region is a structural
skin and hat-section stiffener configuration with LFC duotinE and metering
integrated into the structure. The structural elements are fabricated of
Eraphlte/epoxy composites, with a titanium outer face sheet for lightning
protection and resistance to erosion and corrosion. During Phase I, three 3 ft
x 5 ft LFC surface panels were fabricated and subjected to extensive environ-
mental and structural testing which validated the design concept.
The "Laminar Flow Control Wine Panel Structural Design and Development"
project continued the development of the integrated LFC wine structural concept
identified during Phase I of the LFC program sponsored by the ACEE Project
Office of the Langley Research Center. NASA Contractor Report 172330, Reference
2 summarizes progress in the application of this concept to the wine of a 1993
LFC transport. Details of the LFC system and wine surface structure were
developed by a preliminary design of the wine and verified by an ancillary test
program. In Reference 2, Costs of the LFC transport were compared to those of
an equivalent technology non-LFC transport designed for the same mission.
ManufacturlnE processes were described and plans were outlined for the
fabrication and testing of a large section of the wine surface to demonstrate
that the integrated LFC wine surface structural concept can be efficiently
applied to a future commercial transport.
The present work, reported on herein and conducted under a NASA contract
entitled "Development of Laminar Flow Control Wing Surface Composite Structures:
project also continues the development of the integrated LFC wing structural
concept identified during Phase I. This report summarizes progress in the
applicatlon of this concept to the wing of a 1993 LFC transport. Whereas the
WSSD project verified the static compression strength of the integrated LFC wing
concept, (Reference 2) the present work verified the static tension and fatigue
strengths of the wing surface chordwise joint.
Use of commercial products or names of manufacturers in this report does
not constitute official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either
expressed or implied, bythe National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL WING SURFACE COMPOSITE STRUCTURE
LAMINAR-FLOW CONTROL WING PANEL STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND DEVELOP-
MENT
















4.0 LFC WING STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
AND DEVELOPMENT TEST PROGRAM
4.1 WING CONFIGURATION
During Phase I, Lockheed conducted a comprehensive system study to evaluate
the advantages of Laminar Flow Control (LFC) for future transport aircraft in
the 1985-1995 time period. The study showed the use of LFC resulted in
significant reductions of aircraft weight, fuel consumption, and direct
operatln E costs.
Investigations were conducted to determine the optimum configuration for a
400-passenger long-range transport featuring LFC. The LFC aircraft configura-
tion was optimized for a 8g,800 ib payload, a range of 6500 n mi at cruise M =
0.80 and I0,O00 ft field length. This aircraft included advanced technology
applications such as supercritlcal airfoil shapes, active controls, and
composite primary and secondary structures (Reference I).
4.2 LFC WING STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The baseline LFC wing concept developed during the LFC WSSD project is
shown in Figure I. Airflow from slots in the leading edge, upper surface, and
lower surface into an internal system of ducts, to the main trunk ducts in the
leading edge (shown by the arrows). Figure 2 shows the layouts of the basic
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Figure 2. Wing Structural Arrangement - 1993 LFC Transport
q.3 WING BOX COVER
The LFC wing box upper cover for the 1993 LFC transport is shown in Figure
3. The wing box upper surface extends from the WS 123 root splice to the W.S.
1439 tip. The cover is broken into three sections for manufacture and spliced
at WS 454 and Box Sta. 1100. Each cover segment consists of a bonded assembly
of titanium outer sheet, graphite/epoxy inner skin, spanwise hat stiffeners, rib
caps, rib ducts, spar caps, and miscellaneous clips.
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Figure 3. Wing Box Upper Cover - 1993 LFC Transport
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Spanwise slots, spaced 6 inches apart, are cut through the titanium sheet.
Slot ducts in the graphlte/epoxy skin are located under each slot. Metering
holes are drilled through the slot ducts to collect the air in the hat
stiffeners. The surface slots and slot ducts are centered over spanwise
hat-section stiffeners. The geometry of this configuration is depicted in
Figure 4.
The wing ultimate design upper surface loads are -15.9 KIPS/in and +7.6
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4.4 DEVELOPMENT TEST PROGRAM
The original long-range plan for developing the LFC wing surface is
summarized in Figure 5. A series of material verification (MV) specimens were
fabricated and tested to verify the materials and processes. Concept selection
(CS) specimens were used to develop the critical design details, tools and
manufacturing processes. Concept verification (CV) anticipates the manufacture
and test of the large surface panel. The first panels made on the wine surface
tool will be structurally tested to verify the design and the tool. These
panels are identified as CV-I and CV-2. The large panel assembly with ribs, rib
ducts, chordwise joints and spar caps is identified as CV-4. CV-4 will be
installed in a simulated wing box for testing the integrated LFC wing structure
under simulated flight loads. The CV panels were not fabricated in the original
WSSD program (reference 2). The present report summaries the fabrication and
test of the chordwise joint CV2 panel.
> TEST FIXTURE
Figure 5. Integrated Wing Surface Panel Development
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5.0 CV2 PANELS FABRICATION PROCESSES
Fabrication tooling for the CV-2 specimen was based on experience obtained
from fabrication of earlier specimens.
The tool concepts used to make the hat stiffeners for CS-I and CS-3 were
combined for the design of the hat section tools. A female aluminum tool was
machined to produce the outside contour of the hat section, and its dimensions
were such as to produce a correct part after the graphite/epoxy was cured at
350°F. In order to ensure that the hat flanges mated with the skin, stepped
aluminum oaul plates were machined for each end of the tool. Flat aluminum oaul
plates were fabricated to be used as the stepped oaul plates required for each
end of the specimen.
The case rubber tool block used for the CS-3 hat section was used as a
pattern, and a second rubber tool block was cast. Figure 6 shows a schematic of
the hat layup and tool. Figure 7 shows the empty female hat, and Figure 8 shows
the complete tool with all details in place prior to vacuum bagging for the
autoclave.
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Figure 6. Schematic of Hat Layup for Cure
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Figure 7. Female Hat Tool Just Prior to L a p p  
of Hat Plies 
12 
Figure 8. Hat Tool with All Details in Place 
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The t o o l  c o n c e p t s  used f o r  t h e  s k i n  p a n e l s  of t h e  CS-3 specimen were 
mod i f i ed  s l i g h t l y  f o r  u s e  on t h e  s k i n  pane l .  The b a s i c  t o o l  was a 1/2-inch 
aluminum p l a t e  w i t h  aluminum dams a t t a c h e d  for b o t h  s i d e s  and one end o f  t h e  
s k i n  pane l .  F i g u r e  9 shows an o v e r a l l  v i e w  of t h e  s k i n  tool  and layup.  The 
o t h e r  end of t h e  pane l  was open a s  shown i n  F i g u r e  10. Two aluminum p l a t e s  ( o n e  
for each  end)  were machined t o  t h e  p rope r  t h i c k n e s s  t o  p r o v i d e  t h e  p rope r  o f f se t  
of t h e  j o i n t  d e t a i l s  from t h e  e x t e r i o r  s u r f a c e s .  Each p l a t e  had two h o l e s  
d r i l l e d  i n  them for aluminum dowel p i n s .  On t h e  open end o f  t h e  t o o l  t h e s e  
dowel p i n s  extended i n t o  t h e  b a s i c  1/2-inch p l a t e ,  f i r m l y  l o c a t i n g  one  end of 
t h e  specimen. On t h e  c l o s e d  end,  t h i s  end p l a t e  was pushed a g a i n s t  t h e  end dam 
t o  l o c a t e  it d u r i n g  specimen l a y o u t .  T h i s  d e t a i l  p e r m i t t e d  t h e  end o f  t h e  s k i n  
t o  s l i d e  d i f f e r e n t i a l l y  w i t h  t h e  aluminum b a s e  p l a t e  d u r i n g  t h e i r  t h e r m a l  
expansion i n  t h e  c u r e  c y c l e ,  and n o t  d i s p l a c e  any of t h e  g raph l t e / epoxy  p l i e s  
w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  t i t a n i u m  p l i e s  on each end. 
Concepts for t h e  tools  used f o r  t h e  r i b  d e t a i l s  were t h e  same a s  t h o s e  used 
for t h e  CS-1 specimen. Male cast  r u b b e r  t o o l  b l o c k s  were used t o  l a y  up g r e e n  
c l i p  d e t a i l s  f o r  t h e  r i b s .  P l y  t e m p l a t e s  were made and used t o  c u t  t h e  p l i e s  
f o r  t h e  h a t  s e c t i o n  and r i b  c l i p s .  F i g u r e  11 shows a p a i r  o f  c u t  p l i e s  f o r  t h e  
h a t  section. The s k i n  t o o l  was used a s  an assembly f i x t u r e  t o  bond t h e  h a t  t o  
t h e  s k i n .  This a s s u r e d  t h a t  t h e  o u t e r  s u r f a c e  would remain f l a t .  
a 
Figure 9. Skin Tool with Skin Layup 
13 
Figure 10. View of Open (Free) End of Tool with 
a Closeup View of First Two Titanium 
Skins in Place 
Figur 
14 
11. View f a Hat Ply Template and Prepreg Ply 
5.1 FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
5.1.1 Materials
Graphite/Epoxy prepreg tape - Specification STM-22-805 - Hercules 3501/AS4
- Lot 2683.
Adhesive Film, - Specification - MMM-A-132A. American Cyanamid FM300, .03
pounds per square foot.
Adhesive Film - Specification - STM30-I03.
pounds per square foot.
American Cyanamid FM73 - .06
Graphlte/Epoxy prepreg fabric - Specification Commercial, Hercules
A370-5H/1908.
Titanium Sheet - Specification STM07-306 Type III Comp C. (6AI-4V)
annealled.
Fiberglass/Epoxy Laminate - MIL-P-18177
5.1.2 Layup and Cure - Hat Stiffener
Layup of the hat stiffener was accomplished by using a detailed ply layup
sheet which specified each ply and its location. Prior to layup all of the hat
plies were cut from Hercules 3502/AS4 12-inch-wide prepreg graphite/epoxy tape,
using ply templates and stored in the freezer until needed. Processing of the
composite details was in accordance with STP 61-220. Figure 11 shows a typical
pair of plies that were notched to permit their installation without wrinkles at
the bend locations. The plies were brought out of the freezer and allowed to
warm up to room temperature. Each pair of plies was carefully placed into the
tool and all the radii and edges were worked into position. Figure 12 shows a
two-ply detail being laid into the tool. The part was vacuum debulked several
times during layup. After all of the plies were in place, the rubber tool
blocks and the machined caul plates were placed in the proper location as shown
in Figure 8. A schematic of the tool with the layup inside is shown in Figure
6. The tool was vacuum bagged for cure in the autoclave. Figure 13 shows the
tool and part in the autoclave ready for cure. New cure technology developed at
Lockheed was used to assure that void-free details were produced. The cure







Apply 100 psi to autoclave , Vent vacuum at 20 psi.
Heat to 290°F +5°F
Dwell at 290°F for 3 hours.
Heat to 355°F.
O
Cure at 355 F z5°F for 2 hours.
Cool to 160°F under pressure.
Figure 12. Photograph Showing a Two-ply Detail 
Being Formed into the Hat Tool 
16 
Figure 13. View of Hat Tool and L a p p  in Autoclave 
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T h i s  c u r e  c y c l e  a l l o w s  t h e  r e s i n  t o  g e l  under  i s o t h e r m a l  c o n d i t i o n s  and 
well below t h e  b o i l i n g  p o i n t  of wa te r  a t  100 p s i  p r e s s u r e .  The re fo re ,  wa te r  i n  
s o l u t i o n  i n  t h e  p r e p r e g  r e s i n  s t a y s  and does  n o t  v o l a t i z e  and form p o r o s i t y .  
Two h a t  s t i f f e n e r s  were made. Bath were free o f  p o r o s i t y  when i n s p e c t e d  by 
C-scan u l t r a s o n i c  procedure.  While a no-bleed sys tem was employed, it a p p e a r s  
t h a t  t h e  h i g h  d e g r e e  of r e s i n  wet ted  s u r f a c e s  i n s i d e  t h e  tool  used more r e s i n  
t h a n  a n t i c i p a t e d  a s  t h e r e  was no exterior b leed  of r e s i n .  D e t a i l  t h i c k n e s s  was 
a t  t h e  lower l i m i t s  i n  accordance  w i t h  STP 61-220 which s p e c i f i e s  0.0046 t o  
0.0054 i n c h  p e r  p ly .  F i g u r e  14 shows a cu red  h a t  s t i f f e n e r .  
Figure 14. Cured Hat Stiffener 
5.1.3 Skin Layup and Cure 
Ti tan ium end p i e c e s  were c u t  i n  accordance  w i t h  t h e  e n g i n e e r i n g  drawing 
(Appendix A )  and b r a k e  formed. Loca tor  p i n  h o l e s  were j i g  d r i l l e d .  The 
t i t a n i u m  d e t a i l s  were t h e n  c l eaned  f o r  bonding p e r  STP 57-004 and primed w i t h  
BR127 pr imer .  F i b e r g l a s s  f i l l e r s  and t h e  d u c t  p l a t e  assembly were machined for 
f i b e r g l a s s / e p o x y  stock p e r  t h e  drawing. FM3OO a d h e s i v e  f i l m  was a p p l i e d  t o  one 
s u r f a c e  o f  t h e  primed t i t a n i u m  d e t a i l s .  F igu re  15 shows a t i t a n i u m  d e t a i l  w i t h  
a d h e s i v e  a p p l i e d .  
Layup of t h e  s k i n  pane l  was accomplished u s i n g  a d e t a i l e d  l a y u p  s h e e t  which 
s p e c i f i e d  which p l y ,  g raph i t e / epxoy  o r  t i t a n i u m ,  where it was l o c a t e d ,  and where 
a d h e s i v e  was r e q u i r e d .  No p l y  t e m p l a t e s  were used a s  a l l  G/E p l i e s  were 
r e c t a n g u l a r .  White c o t t o n  g l o v e s  were used when h a n d l i n g  a l l  t i t a n i u m  p l i e s .  
The b a s i c  t o o l  was coa ted  w i t h  mold r e l e a s e ,  and two machined f i b e r g l a s s  f i l l e r  
d e t a i l s  were p laced  on each  end p e r  drawing. The f i b e r g l a s s  p a r t  n e a r e s t  each  
end was wrapped w i t h  t e f l o n  t a p e  t o  p reven t  it from be ing  bonded t o  t h e  assembly 
a t  t h i s  time. Ti tanium and g raph i t e / epoxy  p l i e s  were c a r e f u l l y  l a i d  up w i t h  a 
l a y e r  o f  FM3OO a d h e s i v e  be ing  used t o  bond t h e  t i t a n i u m  p l i e s  t o  each o t h e r  and 
n 
Figure 15. Titanium Detail with Adhesive Applied 
t o  t h e  g raph i t e / epoxy  p l i e s .  The s k i n  pane l  was vacuum debulked s e v e r a l  times 
d u r i n g  t h e  l a y u p  sequence.  F i g u r e s  16, 17, and 18 show t h e  s k i n  pane l  w i t h  t h e  
l a y u p  p r o c e s s  n e a r l y  completed.  F igu re  19 shows t h e  completed l a y u p  w i t h  r u b b e r  
p l a t e  j u s t  p r i o r  t o  vacuum bagging f o r  t h e  au toc lave .  F i g u r e s  20 and 21 show 
t h e  s k i n  pane l  a f t e r  removal from t h e  au toc lave .  F igu re  22 shows t h e  end of t h e  
t i t a n i u m  p l i e s  where t h e y  a r e  n o t  comple te ly  bonded t o  each  o t h e r .  It was 
though t  t h a t  t h i s  c o n d i t i o n  was caused by sma l l  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  t h e  forming o f  
t h e  t i t a n i u m  p l i e s .  
18 
Figure 16. Skin Tool Showing First G/E Ply in Place 
and  Titanium Detail Pinned t o  Locater Pins 
Figure 17. End of Skin Tool Showing All Titanium 
Details in Place 
Figure 18. Overall View of Skin Tool with 
Completed Skin Layup 
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Figure 19. Skin Layup Ready for Bagging for Cure 
Figure 20. Exterior Side of Cured Skin 
Figure 21. Interior Side of the Skin Panel After 
Removal from Tool 
Figure 22. End of Skin Showing Titanium Detail Misfit 
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A t o t a l  of t h r e e  s k i n  p a n e l s  were made. One was scrapped due t o  s l i p p a g e  
of t h e  f i b e r g l a s s  wedge f i l l e r  inboard.  This was s o l v e d  by p i n n i n g  t h e  f i l l e r  
t o  t h e  t i t a n i u m  d e t a i l s .  It cou ld  not be pinned t o  t h e  aluminum t o o l  due  t o  
the rma l  mismatch. The two s k i n s  were u l t r a s o n i c  i n s p e c t e d  and found t o  b e  c lear  
of v o i d s  and p o r o s i t y .  
5.1.4 Surface P a n e l  Assembly 
The slot  d u c t  was machined i n t o  t h e  s k i n  p a n e l  u s i n g  a c a r b i d e  m i l l i n g  
c u t t e r  ground to  t h e  s l o t  d u c t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n .  It was found t h a t  a b e t t e r  s l o t  
d u c t  cou ld  be formed by machining r a t h e r  t h a n  by t h e  molding p r o c e s s  used on 
p r e v i o u s  programs. Metering h o l e s  were d r i l l e d  u s i n g  semi-automatic equipment 
and t e c h n i q u e s  developed on t h e  LFC Leading-Edge F l i g h t  Test a r t i c l e  reference 
3 ) .  Hole q u a l i t y  was e x c e l l e n t .  
After trimming t h e  h a t s  and s k i n s  t o  dimension,  t h e y  were p r e f i t t e d  for 
bonding a s  shown i n  F i g u r e  23. A v e r i f i c a t i o n  bond c y c l e  was conducted on both 
specimens.  Two l a y e r s  of FM73 a d h e s i v e  -(0.06PSF), STM 30-102, was p l a c e d  
between one m i l  t h i c k  Te f lon  f i l m  and t h e  h a t  and s k i n  assembliesd The s k i n  
too l  was used a s  t h e  bond f i x t u r e .  After c u r i n g  t h e  a d h e s i v e  a t  250 F and under  
30 p s i  p r e s s u r e ,  t h e  d e t a i l s  were s e p a r a t e d  and t h e  t e f l o n  and cu red  a d h e s i v e  
f i l m  removed. Thickness  of t h e  a d h e s i v e  f i l m  a long  t h e  bond l i n e  was determined 
and low-pressure a r e a s  noted for a d d i t i o n a l  l a y e r s  of adhes ives .  Less t h a n  5 
p e r c e n t  of t h e  bond needed an a d d i t i o n a l  l a y e r  on e i ther  assembly. F i t  of t h e  
Figure 23. View of Hat and Skin Stiffener Being Prefitted 
Prior to Bonding 
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d e t a i l s  was c o n s i d e r e d  good and well w i t h i n  bonding t o l e r a n c e .  The d e t a i l s  were 
t h e n  c leaned  and a d h e s i v e  a p p l i e d  i n  accordance  w i t h  t h e  v e r i f i c a t i o n  r e s u l t s .  
Cure of t h e  assembly was accomplished i n  an a u t o c l a v e  a t  30 p s i  p r e s s u r e  and 
250°F for 60 minutes .  Fol lowing  bonding of t h e  a s s e m b l i e s ,  an u l t r a s o n i c  
n o n d e s t r u c t i v e  i n s p e c t i o n  was conducted.  No d i sbonds  were found i n  ei ther t h e  
CV2-1 or CV2-2 specimens.  
5.1.5 F a b r i c a t i o n  and Assembly of t h e  Rib Cap Assembly. 
The web and o t h e r  f l a t  d e t a i l s  of t h e  assembly were c u t  from precured  
d e t a i l s .  They were t h e n  c l eaned  and a d h e s i v e  a p p l i e d  t o  a l l  mat ing s u r f a c e s .  
A l l  formed d e t a i l s  were l a i d  up o v e r  rubbe r  form blocks from G/E  fabric.  The 
d e t a i l s  were t h e n  assembled and bagged f o r  cu re .  Again t h e  s k i n o t o o l  was used 
a s  a c u r i n g  f i x t u r e ,  and c u r e  was accomplished a t  30 p s i  and 250 F. Fol lowing 
c u r e  and c l eanup ,  holes were d r i l l e d  and t h e  r i b  c a p  f a s t e n e r s  i n s t a l l e d .  
F i g u r e s  2 4 ,  25 ,  a n d  2 6  show d i f f e r e n t  v i e w s  of t h e  r i b  cap a s s e m b l y  
i n s t a l l a t i o n .  
Ti tan ium s k i n s  were c u t  t o  s i z e ,  c l eaned  and primed i n  accordance  w i t h  STP 
57-004 and STP 60-005. The f i b e r g l a s s  d u c t  p l a t e s  were also p repa red  f o r  
bonding. FM123-4 a d h e s i v e  was a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  CV-2 compozite s u r f a c e  and t o  t h e  
d u c t  p l a t e .  The assembly was bonded a t  30 p s i  and 200 F for 3 hour s .  NDI of 
t h e  bond was by c o i n  t app ing .  No d e l a m i n a t i o n s  were found. Fol lowing bonding,  
t h e  s u c t i o n  s l o t  was c u t  i n  t h e  t i t a n i u m  s k i n  u s i n g  t e c h n i q u e s  and equipment 
deve loped  on t h e  LFC leading-edge program ( r e f e r e n c e  3). 
Figure 24. View of Rib C a p  Assembly from Specimen End 
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Figure 25. View of Rib Cap Assembly from Center of Specimen 
Figure 26. Overall View of CV2 Specimen with Rib Cap 
Assembly Installed 
5.1.6 Chordwise J o i n t  Assembly 
Machined t i t a n i u m  s p l i c e  p l a t e s  were t h e n  f i t t e d  t o  t h e  ends.  Shimming was 
r e q u i r e d  t o  m a i n t a i n  a l ignmen t  of t h e  end f i t t i n g s .  After t h e  specimen, end 
bo l t s  were i n s t a l l e d ,  t h e  s p l i c e  d u c t  p la te  was bonded on. Holes  were d r i l l e d  
th rough  t h e  d u c t  p l a t e  and s k i n  on t h e  test  machine s i d e  of t h e  j o i n t s  i n  order 
t o  allow t h e  end f i t t i n g s  t o  be changed. F i g u r e s  27, 28, 29, and 30 show t h e  
completed specimen from d i f f e r e n t  views. 
Figure 27. View of CV2 Specimen Showing Outer Surface 
": 
t 
Figure 28. View of CV2 Specimen Showing Inner Surface 
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Figure 29. Overall View of Side of CV2 Specimen with 
Instrumentation Instal led 
Figure 30. View of Outer Surface with Instrumentation 
I nsta I I ed 
5.2 REPAIR/RE_/ORK OF HAT TO SKIN ATTACHMENT
During the initial static test on the first specimen, CV2-I a disbond
occurred at one end between the hat runout and the skin surface. Failure was in
the first ply of graphite, not in the adhesive. This was repaired by injecting
STM30-101 adhesive and clamping the joint together until the adhesive had cured.
Holes were then carefully drilled through the hat flange and the skin panel in
six places on each flange. Mist coolant was used to prevent overheating the
titanium and causing a disbond. Two holes were also drilled through the hat
crown. The procedure was also repeated on the unfailed end and additional
5/16-1nch-diameter NAS 6205 fasteners were then wet installed and the specimen
tested to failure. It was decided to rework CV2-2 likewise prior to test but to
increase the fasteners to nine on each flange and six in the crown. During
drilllng of this specimen, dlsbonding was noted in the runout area. Whether it
was caused by the moisture exposure or the drilling operation is not known.
After all holes were drilled, the specimen was degreased, and the hat runout
disbond wedged open slightly, and further cleaned with solvent. STM 30-101
adhesive was injected and the bolts installed and torqued to provide clamp up of
the joint. The adhesive was allowed to cure prior to testing.
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6.0 CONCEPT VERIFICATION WING SURFACE SINGLE HAT/CHORDWISE JOINT TEST
- CV2-I, TENSION STATIC
6.1 CV2-1 TEST OBJECTIVES
The principal objectives of the CV2-I panel tests were to verify the static
tension strength and to measure the suction flow characteristics of the LFC wing
surface chordwise joints.
6.2 CV2-1 TEST SPECIMEll
The CV2-I test panel configuration, materials, and design requirements are
presented on the engineering drawing entitled WSSD CV2 Specimen Panel Assembly,
Dwg. No. LGAI34A-326 (Appendix A). The test panel is 68.2 inches long (spanwise
direction) and 7.00 inches wide. The panel is stiffened with a single
hat-section stiffener, and there are joints on both ends of the panel. The
panel side of both joints is similar to the CS3 chordwise joint specimen that
was fabricated and tested in Reference 2. The opposite side of both joints is
assembled with test adapter fittings to facilitate testing. The principal
materials are titanium sheet, graphite-epoxy tape and fabric, film adhesives,
and mechanical fasteners. The 350°F curing graphite-epoxy tape is used in
fabrication of the hat-sectlon stiffeners and surface skin laminates. The 250°F
curing graphite-epoxy fabric is used in fabrication of the rib-cap clips,
straps, and doublers. The FM123-4 film adhesive, cured at 200°F, is used to
bond the titanium sheet to the outer surface of the panel skin laminates. The
CV2-I specimen is shown in Figures 27 - 30.
6.3 CV2-1 TEST LOADS
The CV2-1 panel was static tested to failure in a tensile mode. The
predicted allowable net section tension load was 133 KIPS. Prior to conducting
the tension test, suction flow tests was performed on the CV2-I panel.
6.4 CV2-I TEST PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMEgTATION
6.4.1 CV2-1 Suction Flow Tests
A suction line was attached at the orifice in the leg of the hat-section
stiffener at the panel mid-length location. Two orifices in the leg of the
hat-section stiffener that are 18.15 inches from the chordwise joint centerlines
of each end of the panel were blocked during the suction flow tests.
Three static pressure taps for recording duct pressures were installed in
the leg of the hat-section stiffeners such that the end of each tap was flush
with the inside surface of the stiffener leg. One pressure tap was located
directly opposite the discharge orifice, and the remaining two taps were located
in the same stiffener leg as the first tap and approximately 10 inches from the
chordwise joint centerline of each end of the panel.
During the suction flow tests, hat-sectlon stiffener duct pressures were
recorded over a range of slot suction flows from 50 to 200 percent of the design
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT F]LMED
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suctlon flow rate for a representative slot at the 55 percent semi-span location
of the 1993 LFC transport. A small flowmeter was used to measure local slot
flow at selected points along the slot to demonstrate uniformity of spanwise
slot flow distribution. Suction flow measurements were made across the
chordwise joints.
6.q.2 CV2-1 Tension Tests
Upon completion of the suction flow tests, the CV2-I panel was installed in
a universal testing machine. Special test adapter fittings were attached to
each end of the CV2-I panel to facilitate the test. Tension load was applied to
the panel in increments, and strain and deflection measurements were recorded.
Also, slot width measurements were made at intervals along the entire length of
CV2-I panel at prescribed load levels.
The CV2-I static tension panel was instrumented with 25 axial strain gauges
and 4 rosette strain gauges. The axial and rosette strain gauges were located
along the length of the panel test-section as shown in Table 2.
In addition, the CV2-I panel was instrumented with 6 dial gauges to measure
the deflection. The dial gauges were located on outer skin at three locations
along the length of the panel (Table 3).
6.5 CV2-I S[_MARY OF TEST RESULTS
6.5.1 CV2-1 Summary of Suotion Flow Evaluations
The suction flow test was carried out on the CV2-I panel. The measured
suction flow data consist of total slot flow, hat duct pressures (3), and
spanwise flow distribution over a range of flows. The test plan called for
suction levels from 50 percent to 200 percent of the design flow for a
representative slot at the 55 percent semi-span location of the 1993 LFC
transport. This design flow level corresponds to a slot Reynolds number of
about 77, or a slot corrected flow rate of approximately 0.029 ibm/see. This
latter value was used as the 100 percent flow condition for the CV2-I suction
test.
Suction was applied to the orifice located at the panel mid-span in the
side wall of the hat duct. The other two orifices in the hat duct were plugged.
Three static pressure taps were installed in a side wall of the hat duct; one
opposite the suction orifice and the other two located about 10 inches from
either end of the active suction length. Each end of the active suction length
or slot corresponds to the location of the simulated chordwise splice. Details
of the test panel are given on Drawing LGAI23A-326, Appendix A.
Flow versus pressure loss data for the CV2-I panel are shown in Figure 31.
The predicted data also shown is based upon equations used during the LFC
Leading-Edge Flight Test (LEFT) contract design and performance work (reference
3). The measured data fall about 18 percent below predicted at the lowest flow
rate and about 38 percent below predicted at the highest flow rate. This result
is not surprising since previous data have shown the prediction equations
generally underpredict test results.
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R = Right; L = Left
45° = 45° Leg of Rosette; Axial = Axial Leg of Rosette;
Vertical = Vertical Leg of Rosette
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As can be seen in Figure 31, the maximum flow obtainable wlth the test rig
was about 123 percent of design flow, well short of the desired 200 percent. It
appears that choked flow occurs in the fitting installed in the orifice of the
hat duct as flow rate begins to exceed 123 percent of the design value.
Data are shown for the model "sealed" and "unsealed." Considerable leakage
was found alone the edges of the test piece and at the bolt hole openings in the
surface skln at both ends of the panel. The model was sealed with duct tape and
vacuum putty in an attempt to stop the leakage. It is suspected that some
leakage still occurred after the model was sealed although use of an acoustic
leak detector apparatus failed to locate any additional source of leaks.
However, the results seem to indicate that leakage did not adversely impact the
test results.
Figure 32 illustrates the results of spanwise local slot flow measurements
made at three levels of suction total flow. The measurements were made using a
small hand-held rotameter. Four regions are indicated on the figure which
represent the four subsurface configurations which serve to interconnect the
slot duct with the hat duct. Refer to Drawing LGAI34A-326, Appendix A, for
details of the subsurface geometry. The spanwise flow surveys indicate good
flow distribution over all regions except D and the interfaces region between B
and C. In region D, flow is routed from the slot duct through metering orifices
to another larger duct which carries the flow spanwise to the plenum-like cavity
of region C. Discounting blockages in these ducts or other fabrication
anomalies, it appears that the duct geometry of region D may not provide the
desired even flow distribution across the simulated chordwise joint. Further
testing is required to identify the problem and a solution. Three hat duct
pressures measured indicated less than a I percent variation in hat duct
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Figure 31. Flow vs. Pressure Loss
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Figure 32. Slot Spanwise Flow Distribution
6.5.2 CV2-I Summary of Tension Static Teat Results
The CV2-I panel was statlc-tested to failure in a tensile mode in a normal
laboratory environment at room temperature in the universal test machine. A
loading check to 40 KIPS was carried out as shown below. See Table 4 for dial
gauge readings. An increasing dlal gauge value shows a skin movement "away"
from the hat direction.
During the loading check, "popping" noises were heard at 30 KIPS at the
lower chordwlse splice, and at 40 KIPS at the upper chordwlse splice. No damage
could be found with a visual inspection. Strain gauges were monitored during
the check and the resulting data are reported in Appendix B. Strain gauge
number 7 was replaced due to a large compressive offset which occurred after the
first popping noise. As considerable lateral movement (dial guage no. I = .037
in.) of the specimen was evident during the loading check, all four ribs were
attached to a stiff side support frame (see Figures 33 and 34). Ribs were
attached with approximately 4 KIPS tensile load applied. The loading check was
re-run. Lateral deflections are shown in Table 5. Strain gauges were monitored
and are reported in Appendix C. The slot widths were measured before and during
the test and recorded in Tables 7 and 8 respectively. While tension loaded, the
LFC slot opened over the center of the panel. Since the edges of skins















































Figure 34. CV2-1 Test Setup



































































movement is not considered a valid test.
resulted in no noticeable slot movement.
Previous tested multiple hat panels
Testing was conducted with the intent of loading to 100 KIPS tensile
load. Strain gauges, dial gauges and Wilson airless gauge readings of the LFC
slot width over its length were taken with 3.5 KIPS tension load applied. The
procedure was repeated for 20 KIPS and 40 KIPS. Popping noises occurred while
loading to 60 KIPS with the load dropping back to 52 KIPS after a loud "pop".
Damage was discovered and the load reduced to zero.
The damage consisted of failure of the hat legs thru the laminate,
resulting in separation of the hat section from the skin over a distance of
approximately 9 in. from the lower end of the hat. Amount of hat "pop up" from
the skin at the end of the hat was approximately I/8 in. Also the suction
orifice became disbonded and was not replaced. Strain gauges were monitored
during this test and are recorded in Appendix D. Dial gauge readings are shown
in Table 6.
The CV2-I specimen was repaired by cold bonding the separated hat section
and by adding 14 NAS 6205 bolts 5/16 in diameter at both ends (see Section 5.2).
The CV2-I specimen was reinstalled in the test machine and a satisfactory strain
check to 40 KIPS tension load was conducted.
During testing, popping noises were heard while loading from 80 KIPS to 100
KIPS with a slight load drop-off to 98.6 KIPS, after holding 100 KIPS for the
time needed to collect strain data. This drop-off occurred after another noise
similar to the earlier noises. After unloading to make a visual inspection of
the panel and then reapplylng load, popping noises were heard from 100 KIPS to
110 KIPS. After holding 110 KIPS for approximately 5 seconds another popping
sound occurred, dropping the load to 108.5 KIPS. An attempt was made to take
the strain reading at this level but before these could be taken, total failure
of the specimen occurred. Dial guage readings are shown in Table 9. The strain
gauges were monitored during the test to 110 KIPS and are reported in Appendix
E. For this test, the slot widths were measured by feeler gauges and are
recorded in Table 10.
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The CV2-I speeimen damaEe eonsisted of titanium skin and eomposite material
failure in the reEion of the lower eomposite rib (FiEure 35) plus eombined
failure of the hat section, and bearin8 failures around the lower 14 repair
bolts (FIEure 36). Panel measured width was 6.98 in.




7.0 CONCEPT VERIFICATION WING SURFACE SINGLE HAT/CHORDWISE
JOINT TEST - CV2-2, FATIGUE/STATIC TENSION
7.1 CV2-2 TEST OBJECTIVES
The principal objectives of the CV2-2 panel tests were to verify fatigue
and residual tension strength of the LFC wing surface chordwise Joints.
7.2 CV2-2 TEST SPECIMEN
Characteristics of CV2-2 fatigue specimen were the same as for the CV2-I
static tension specimen discussed in Section 6.2. However, because of the
separation of the hat section from the composite skin during the static test of
specimen CV2-I, 24 NAS 6205 bolts of 5/16 in. diameter were added to the CV2-2
panel (Appendix A). The bolts were added after the specimen was returned from
the hot-wet moisture conditioning. The CV2-2 panel was moisture conditioned at
160°F and 95 to 100 percent humidity for a period of 121 days prior to conduct-
ing the fatigue test. Moisture level by weight was greater than one percent.
7.3 CV2-2 TEST LOADS
One lifetime load spectrum is shown in Table 11. Load No. 15 (Table 11)
applies design limit compression load to the CV2-2 specimen. Four lifetimes of
hot/wet/room temperature fatigue testing was completed. Then, the CV2-2 panel
was also tested for residual tension strength.
7.4 CV2-2 TEST PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTATION
Forty four axial strain gauges and six rosette gauges were attached to the
specimen and were located as shown in Table 12.
7.4.1 CV2-2 Fatigue Tests
The specimen was installed in a computer controlled 100-KIP capacity
(75-KIP capacity in fatigue) fatigue test machine using the same attachment end
fittings which were used for the CV2-I static specimen installation. Shims were
used as necessary to obtain concentricity at both ends. The specimen was
supported laterally at the chordwise joint centerllnes and at the two rib caps.
The supports were attached to one of the vertical columns of the test machine as
shown in Figures 37 and 38. Prior to fatigue testing, lateral deflection of the
specimen under load was checked at -40 KIPS using dial gauges attached to the
vertical column of the test machine. Deflection was measured at the centerline
of the chordwise joints, at the rib caps, and at the transverse centerline of
the specimen. A maximum lateral deflection of 0.014 in. at a load of -40 KIPS
occurred at the lower rib cap. All measured deflections were in a direction
such that the lateral support members were loaded in tension. Deflection at the











































TABLE 11. CV2-2 ONE LIFETIME LOAD SPECTRUM
LOADa POUNDS CYCLES APPLIED AT
1 36 360 3600 9000 18000 TOTAL
MEAN VARY FLIGHT FLIGHTS FLIGHTS FLIGHTS FLIGHTS FLIGHTS CYCLES
-25467 ± 8989 _ 6- 33 25 21 19 19 121072
-25467 ±11985 1 2 3 7 5 5 18570
-25467 ±14982 0 10 17 24 20 22 5386
-25467 ±17987 0 0 0 130 4 130 654
-25467 ±20975 0 0 0 43 4 42 218
-25467 ±23967 0 0 0 18 6 18 96
-25467 ±26964 0 0 0 7 5 0 42
-25467 ±29960 0 0 0 4 1 4 21
-25467 ±33744 0 0 0 1 5 5 14
-25467 ±35953 0 0 0 0 3 4 7
-25467 ±38949 0 0 0 0 2 I 3
-25467 ±41946 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
-25467 ±44942 0 0 0 0 I 0 1
-25467 ±47938 0 0 0 0 1 0 I
-25467 ±50938 0 0 0 0 1 0 i
-29960 ± 5993 0 34 36 34 32 32 17084
-29960 ± 8989 0 11 22 24 24 22 6060
-29960 ±12024 0 0 0 282 6 280 1414
-29960 ±14982 0 0 0 79 10 78 404
-29960 ±17978 0 0 0 22 8 24 120
-29960 ±20975 0 0 0 6 5 8 37
-29960 ±23967 0 0 0 1 3 6 13
-29960 ±26964 0 0 0 0 3 2 5
-29960 ±29960 0 0 0 0 1 I 2
-29960 ±33311 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
-32957 ± 8989 1 21 30 28 21 22 28425
-32957 ±11985 0 0 0 251 7 251 1262
-32957 ±14982 0 0 0 66 5 63 332
-32957 ±17978 0 0 0 18 3 17 92
-32957 ±20975 0 0 O. 9 3 8 47
-32957 ±23967 0 0 0 2 2 2 12
-32957 ±26964 0 0 0 0 3 i 4
-32957 ±29960 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
-32957 ±32957 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
+ 2996 0 1 o i I 1 1 1 18000
TOTAL CYCLES/LIFETIME = 219,404
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Figure 37. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Setup
Figure 38. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Setup
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After 360 flights of the load spectrum, the vertical leg of the aluminum
angle member of the lateral support at the lower chordwlse splice was removed to
reduce the stiffness of the support. In this final configuration, the deflection
at the lower rib cap at -40 KIPS was 0.009 In.
All dial gauges were removed after 360 flights. Six copper-constatan
thermocouples were installed on the specimen for the purpose of monitoring
specimen temperature during the fatigue test. Thermocouple locations were as
shown in Table 13.
Figure 39 shows the CV2-2 fatigue test setup after the installation of the
environmental chamber.
Four lifetimes of the loads spectrum shown in Table 11 were applied. The
loads were applied at the rate of approximately 950 flights per hour using a
sine wave load form at a maximum frequency of 5 Hz. Each load condition was







Max. Load (most positive)
Min. Load
Required number of repeats between 2 and 3 above
Return to Mean Load
Load level 15 of flight 9000 was not programmed for automatic application.
This load was applied manually in order to accommodate the acquisition of strain
data at peak load without exceeding the number of peak loads specified in the
loads spectrum.
During application of the fatigue spectrum, part of the loads were applied
with specimen temperature raised to 130UF. The temperature profile for the
first lifetime is shown in Figure 40. The profile for lifetimes 2, 3, and 4 was
the same.
The transient from room temperature (80°F) to 130°F required approximately
30 minutes. The transient from 130°F to room temperature required approximately
1.5 hours. The application of loads continued during the temperature transients
except that on completion of flights 7199 and 17999, the loads spectrum was
placed in hold until a temperature below 100°F was reached and then spectrum
loading continued. The maximum compressive load appplied at a temperature above
100°F was 41.9 KIPS at load level 26. Approximately 29 percent of the flights
were appplied at 130°F. Specimen temperature was monitored using six
thermocouples shown in Table 13.
All thermocouples stabilized at 130°F _5°F. The temperature cycle was
computer controlled through a relay register located in the computer-test system
interface. Strain surveys were made before and after the fatigue test and
during the application of load level 15 at flights 9000, 27000, 45000, and
63OOO.
Slot duct width measurements were made at flight numbers 360, 9000, 27000,
45000, 63000, and after the fatigue test (Tables 14, 15, and 16). The
measurements were made using a feeler gauge.
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Figure 40. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Temperature Cycles
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TABLE 14. CV2-2 FATIGUE TEST SLOT WIDTH MEASUREMENTS,












































































































































TABLE 15. CV2-2 FATIGUE TEST SLOT WIDTH MEASUREMENTS,
LOAD = 40.0 KIPS
DISTANCE FLIGHTS
FROM LOWER










































































































































TABLE 16. CV2-2 FATIGUE TEST SLOT WIDTH MEASUREMENTS,







































































































7.4.2 CV2-2 Tension Test
After completion of four lifetimes of fatigue, a residual strength tensile
static test of the CV2-2 specimen was conducted. The test set-up was essen-
tially the same as for the previously tested CV2-I tension static test (Figures
33 and 34). The strain gauges were located as shown on Table 12. The dial
gauges were located as shown on Table 3.
The loading sequence was: 0 KIPS, 3.5 KIPS, 20 KIPS, 40 KIPS, 60 KIPS, 80
KIPS, 20 KIPS, 80 KIPS, 90 KIPS, 100 KIPS, 110 KIPS, 120 KIPS, and 130 KIPS.
7.5 CV2-2 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
7.5.1 CV2-2 Summary of Fatisue Test Results
After completing four lifetimes of hot/wet/room temperature fatigue
strength cycle as discussed in Section 7.4, no damage was found by visual
inspection. No disbond of titanium skin was found by "coin tap" test. The
strain surveys data are contained in Appendix F. The LFC slot duct was measured
and is recorded in Tables 14, 15, and 16.
7,5.2 CV2-2 Summary of Residual Strength - Static Tension - Results
Four lifetimes of hot/wet fatigue testing was completed. Then, the CV2-2
panel was also residual tension strength tested. During the CV2-2 residual
strength test, slot width measurements were taken every 3 inches from the lower
end chordwise splice along the specimen length. A total of 19 locations were
measured with the use of a feeler gauge. Table 17 presents these data. Dial
gauges were monitored during the CV2-2 residual strength tension test and are
recorded in Table 18.
The CV2-2 panel was installed in the universal testing machine with strain
gauges attached (Table 12). The strain gauges were monitored during the CV2-2
residual strength test and the results are reported in Appendix G. Also, this
strain data is plotted in Appendix H.
The CV2-2 residual strength test failing load was 130 KIPS. The failure
mode was net section failure (including titanium outer skin), (Figures 41, 42,
43, and 44) at a point four inches above the upper composite rib cap. Note that
the hat also failed in a net section failure mode, therefore the 24 bolts of
5/16 diameter prevented peel or shear tear out failure modes.
The section width was measured and recorded as 6.94 in. Using the 6.94 in.
section width an allowable net section tension load of 133 KIPS was predicted.
Note wet graphite composite material allowables (Table 19) were used. The
failing load of 130 KIPS is two percent of the predicted tension load of 133
KIPS. Therefore, the static tension structure integrity strength was verified
for the CV2-2 panel.
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Figure 41. CV2-2 Residual Strength Test Damage - Titanium Skin
Figure 42. CV2-2 Residual Strength Test Damage - Hat and Skin
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Figure 43. CV2-2 Residual IStrength Test Damage - Hat/Skin Side
Figure 44. CV2-2 Residual Strength Test Damage - Hat and Skin
55
TABLE 19. GRAPHITE-EPOXY LAMINA PROPERTIES -WET















The graphite/epoxy integrated LFC wing structural concept has been sized
for the LFC and structural system requirements. The concept has been shown by
analysis to be structurally efficient and cost effective. Materials selected
for the surface structure have been verified by material verification tests.
Critical details of the surface and surface joints have been demonstrated by
fabricating and testing complex, concept selection specimens.
Good progress was made toward the goal of developing the integrity of the
LFC wing structural design. The major accomplishments were:
I • Two CV2 LFC chordwise joints were fabricated of a titanium - graphite
composite structure.
2. Specimen strength was verified in static tension.
3. One specimen was tested in fatigue to four
environment without failure•
lifetimes in a hot/wet
• Air suction flow characteristics were measured and found close to that
predicted•
The next step would be to build the large surface panel described in Figure 5
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Figure A-2. WSSD CV2 Specimen Rework




NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
IA 2A 3A 4&
0 0 0 0 0
10000 198 1SS 104 99
20000 G48 597 263 248
30000 t179 1035 398 388
40000 1912 1354 597 S07












NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
SA 7A 8A SA
0 0 0 0 0
10000 GS 49 64 123
20000 IS4 114 184 309
30000 248 4S 344 503
40000 402 -394 449 721












NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
ttA 12A 13A 14A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 79 74 138 218
20000 213 1S8 35G 547
30000 327 307 564 $75
40000 44G 402 733 1218

































GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
NO. NO. NO. NO,
17A 18A 1SA 28A
0 0 0 0
377 237 262 331
$58 609 884 842
1559 985 1081 1352
2145 1367 1418 1882
4 19 -30 29
STRAIN DATA
MICRO INCHES PER
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
27A 28A 2SA 30A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 335 335 290 330
20000 8_2 842 744 842
30000 1379 1355 1192 1360
40000 1892 1877 1631 1867












NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
48A 47A 48A 4SA
0 0 0 0 0
10000 119 105 78 72
20000 304 270 165 183
30000 494 451 307 309
40000 709 671 429 395
0 19 30 0 -25





NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
20R 21R 22R 23R
0 0 0 0 0
10000 -231 127 292 -200
20000 -573 309 752 -495
30000 -914 48G 1212 -800
40000 -1265 678 1841 -1085












NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAC_ GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
25R 32R 33R 34R
0 0 0 0 0
10000 309 -242 68 325
20000 790 -603 183 823
30000 1277 -865 287 1326
40000 1723 -1327 408 1799


























HZCRO XNCHES PER ZNCH
NEGAT|UE 8ZGN ZNDZCATES COHPRESSIUE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
XNCREHENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
IA 2A 3A 4A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 167 265 89 114
20000 450 775 219 23g
30000 891 1041 344 397
40000 1434 1361 498 561











HZCRO INCHE8 PER INCH
NEGATItlE 8ZGN ZNDZCATES COPIPRESSIVE 8TRAZN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
ZNCREHENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
6A 7A 8A 9A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 94 54 74 118
20000 193 134 219 316
30000 312 264 339 513
40000 446 398 469 711











HZCRO ZNCHE8 PER ZNCH
NEGATZUE SZGN ZNDZCATE6 COHPRESSZVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
ZNCREHENT NO. NO. NO, NO.
11A 12A 13A 14_
0 0 0 0 0
10000 ?9 74 128 203
20000 198 193 316 506
30000 312 308 509 824
40000 436 427 712 1147










Figure C-1. CV2-1 Loading Check with Ribs Attached
Strain Gauge Readings (Continued)
STRAIN DATA
MICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGH INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
16A 17A 18A 19A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 341 411 237 263
20000 856 1026 594 660
30000 1386 1631 965 1052
41000 1926 2251 1337 1450











HICRO INCHES PER INCH









GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
NO. NO. NO, NO.
27A 28A 29A 30A
0 0 0 0
330 315 290 335
852 813 74? 843
1374 1310 1194 1361
1902 1823 1651 1875











HICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREHENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
46A 47A 4SA 49A
| 0 0 0 0
10000 109 105 78 81
20000 299 280 195 202
30000 478 451 312 317
40000 693 626 434 433
0 4 15 0 24
Figure C-1. CV2-1 Loading Check with Ribs Attached
Strain Gauge Readings (Continued)
I
¸:",4 :_ _ "
STRAIN DATA
HICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE 8IGN INDICATES COHPRESSIUE STRAIN
LO_D GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
IHCREHENT NO, NO. NO. NO.
20R 21R 22R 23R
0 0 0 0 0
10000 -212 113 323 -200
20000 -534 305 702 -495
30000 -861 492 1232 -790
40000 -1203 689 1691 -1090











HXCRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES CONPREBSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO, NO, NO. NO, NO.
2_R 32R 33R 34R 35R
0 O 0 0 0 0
10000 324 -226 74 315 -24b
20000 806 -578 183 803 -625
30000 1292 -929 302 1301 -1008
40000 17/9 -1295 417 1794 -1392
0 -6 -16 4 10 0
STRAIN DATA
HICRO INCHES PER INCH










Figure C-1. CV2-1 Loading Check with Ribs Attached




HICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO, NO,
20R 21R 22R 23R
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 -536 330 751 -492
40000 -1203 710 1644 _ -1110
52000 -142 -119 -2401 -316
0 -112 -351 -3092 65
60000 -213 -104 -2386 -381












NICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD G_GI[ G_GE GAGE GAGE
INCREHENT NO, NO. NO. NO.
25R 32R 33R 34R
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 822 -588 228 830
40000 1797 -1307 451 1814
52000 411 -1754 674 2059
0 -168 110 -20 -184
60000 426 -1739 659 202B












MICRO INCHES PER INCH















MICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESBIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO, NO, NO. NO.
lk_ 17A 18A 19A
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 867 1016 609 668
40000 1934 2241 1357 1372
52000 4791 5024 1292 -248
0 -318 -253 -228 -214
60000 4632 4840 1312 -238












MICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO. NO,
27A 2SA 29A 30A 31A
3500 0 0 0 0 0
20000 873 827 761 050 791
40000 1914 1833 1656 1879 1741
52000 3059 2853 2413 3002 1306
0 -153 -178 -256 -164 -213
60000 3014 2818 2384 2F48 1291
60000 3024 2799 2384 2938 1286
STRAIN DATA
MICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
46A 47A 48A 49A
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 319 350 190 188
40000 718 711 424 410
52000 1068 1017 536 536
0 -20 40 -69 -58
60000 1058 1002 531 536
60000 1058 987 531 536
Figure D-1. CV-1 Test Strain Gauge Readings (Continued)
-GeorgiaCompany
STRAIN DATA
MICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIUE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE CAGE GAGE GAGE
IHCREHENT NO. NO, NO, NO,
Ih 2A 3A 4A
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 430 743 254 258
40000 1439 1332 533 597
52000 1360 1457 932 866
0 325 -60 159 4
60000 2109 1577 897 ?90












MICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATZUE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIUE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREMENT NO. NO. NO. NO.
6A 7A 8A 9A
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 193 115 109 311
40000 447 385 374 706
52000 581 345 -1140 1324
0 -224 -136 -1255 -25
60000 726 690 644 I082












MICRO INCHES PER INCH
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE GAGE
INCREHENT NO. NO, NO, NO.
11A 12A 13A 14A
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 188 203 331 517
40000 422 442 713 1153
52000 685 655 -55 1188
0 -125 -100 -124 -65
60000 660 665 871 1193




















GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
1A 2A 3A 4A 5A
3500 l 0 0 0 0
20800 344 499 214 198 173
40000 702 1048 468 461 396
60000 1056 1527 717 715 649
80000 1430 2041 1020 1052 892
100000 1853 2486 1314 1360 1101
20000 344 424 253 288 183
60000 .1115 1517 811 794 664
100000 1912 2541 1369 1375 1125




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. G_ NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
6A 7A I_ " 9A IOA
3500 0 O 0 0 0
20000 140 169 19'7 266 252
40000 367 432 369 567 554
60000 580 755 487 815 791
80000 843 1094 576 917 920
100000 1071 1427 670 1193 1217
20000 173 283 -119 63 108
60000 605 790 -301 669 687
100000 1081 1447 9 1203 1226




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
11A 12A 13A 14A 15A
3500 0 0 0 0 0
20000 222 213 375 580 581
40000 504 476 731 1304 1312
60000 781 730 1116 2018 2028
80000 1029 1003 1457 2792. 2779
100000 1147 1152 2060 3496 3456
20000 118 129 345 610 576
60000 643 640 1062 2033 1994
100000 1137 1137 1941 3526 3480
110000 1226 1231 2248 3898 3839
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN










GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO
16A 17A 18A 19A 26A
3500 0 0 0 0 0
20000 821 874 623 673 831
40000 1795 1931 1385 1461 1840
60000 2720 2950 2152 2268 2839
80000 3680 4042 2968 2848 3878
100000 4590 5150 3774 3497 4868
20000 895 1057 702 639 910
60000 2824 3084 2231 2080 2889
100000 4680 5214 3829 3541 4922




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO
27A 28A 29A 30A 31A
3500 0 0 0 0 0
20000 864 837 756 8_P. 792
40000 1924 1848 1664 1877 1757
60000 2960 2853 2552 2892 2702
80000 4030 3893 3475 3942 3632
100000 5095 4908 4374 4972 4518
20000 1021 936 839 970 826
60000 3053 2917 2616 2976 2672
100000 5159 4982 4437 5051 457?




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
46A 47A 48A 49A
3500 0 0 0 0
20000 319 294 199 202
40000 734 654 433 432
60000 1154 1039 656 663
80000 1559 1399 856 870
100000 1574 1319 1123 1135
20000 179 94 136 163
60000 864 694 632 841
100000 1569 1.269 1104 1303
110000 1734 1459 1206 1380
NEGATIUE SIGN INDICATES CONPRESSIUE STRAIN













3500 0 0 0 0 0
20000 -568 338 772 -585 301
40000 -1262 755 1696 -1124 666
60000 -1985 1163 2619 -1783 1002
80000 -2719 1624 3648 -2502 1407
100000 -3482 2041 4586 -3275 1738
20000 -714 358 883 -679 316
60000 -2061 1310 2714 -1938. 1057
100000 -3553 2159 4626 -3365 1738
110000 -3965 2400 5100 -3770 1896
LOAD
ZNCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUND8 25R 32R 33R 34R 35fl
3500 0 0 0 0 0
20000 852 -588 183 817 -624
40000 1868 -1315 396 1817 -1390
60000 2898 -2063 604 2807 -2157
80000 3980 -2831 803 3797 -2949
I00000 4985 -3598 991 4746 -3741
20000 989 -723 158 898 -747
60000 3005 -2128 590 2827 -2239
100000 5051 -3669 996 4821 -3813
















NEGATZVE SIGN ZNDZC&TES COHPflESSZV( 8TRAZN







INCREHENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 1A 2A 3A 4A
GAGE NO.
5A
0 I 0 0 0 0
5000 39 110 84 89 64
10000 59 195 189 184 144
15300 68 260 284 278 169
0 -38 10 54 69 34
-I0000 -129 -231 -170 -140 -40
20000 207 406 370 329 135
20000 197 .... 406 370 334 135
-30000 -261 -511 -515 -488 -295
-40000 -311 -611 659 653 469
45800 341 681 764 767 579
-45800 -340 -686 -794 -797 -604
0 29 -6 -50 -40 -45
LOAD
INCREHENT GAGE NO GAGE NO GAGE NO GAGE NO
POUNDS 6A 7A 8A 9A
GAGE NO,
IOA
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 61 57 159 77 69
10000 123 109 291 150 138
15300 185 125 578 218 252
0 17 15 -6 -5 -10
-10000 53 68 359 137 -119
20000 168 178 700 273 248
-20000 -168 -178 -656 -263 -248
30000 313 283 -992 414 406
-40000 -463 -361 -1361 -580 -569
45800 556 403 -1515 672 654
45800 -569 388 1493 657 -639
0 -27 0 49 14 9
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-1. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Prior









GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO
12A 13A 14A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 0 19 I19 174 159
10000 4 19 233 344 319
15300 0 29 357 630 549
0 -5 -5 -10 0 -15
-10000 -15 -10 -253 -354 -370
-20000 -25 -35 -501 -694 -709
-20000 -25 -35 -501 -684 -694
-30000 -35 -60 -735 -1038 -1019
-40000 -40 -90 -973 -1382 -1358
-45800 -45 -100 -1112 -1566 -1548
-45800 -45 -90 -1112 -1461 -1543




GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
16A 17A 18A 19A 26A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 368 280 198 228 261
10000 717 556 401 451 523
15300 1090 846 678 675 849
0 -20 10 4 -15 0
-10000 -767 -552 -412 -462 -539
-20000 -1514 -1128 -833 -919 -1083
-20000 -1499 -1133 -828 -924 -1078
-30000 -2251 -1735 -1229 -1391 -1636
-40000 -3038 -2356 -1645 -1873 -2214
-45800 -3496 -2722 -1883 -2156 -2550
-45800 -3501 -2737 -1888 -2156 -2555
0 24 -26 4 -10 9
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-1. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Prior









GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
27A 28A 29A 30A 31A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 291 315 295 266 241
10000 558 630 575 527 463
15300 889 1010 900 833 740
0 19 -5 4 0 -5
-10000 -549 -646 -596 -548 -474
-20000 -1112 -1306 -1201 -1101 -953
-20000 -1127 -1311 -1206 -1101 -953
-30000 -1680 -1987 -1807 -1654' -1436
-40000 -2268 -2686 -2422 -2236 -1930
-45800 -2609 -3105 -2796 -2576 -2211
-45800 -2629 -3135 -2816 -2596 -2221




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
38A 39A 40A 41A 42A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 24 14 30 54 97
10000 38 0 82 94 189
15300 62 -20 190 238 379
0 -30 -25 5 -5 92
-10000 -63 -15 -98 -130 -49
-20000 -117 -15 -227 -264 -244
-20000 -117 -15 -227 -259 -244
-30000 -160 -10 -381 -398 -429
-40000 -209 24 -525 -517 -609
-45800 -233 39 -603 -596 -696
-45800 -209 39 -619 -577 -633
0 9 24 0 39 43
NEGATIVE SIGH INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-1. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Prior







INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 43A 44A 45A 46A 47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 68 34 60 89 90
10000 146 73 111 184 1SO
15300 303 93 151 289 290
0 48 24 30 9 20
-10000 -74 -30 -61 -165 -156
-20000 -216 -128 -183 -350 -326
-20000 -206 -133 -183 -350 -331
-30000 -363 -241 -320 -535 -496
-40000 -520 -335 -451 -725 -666
-45800 -617 -384 -507 -830 -756
-45800 -578 -379 -482 -810 -746




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
48A 49A 50A 51A 52A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 0 24 98 167 246
10000 0 48 187 340 463
15300 -10 62 345 553 680
0 -10 0 -25 -10 24
-10000 0 -68 -248 -356 -410
-20000 0 -116 -490 -697 -799
-20000 0 -121 -475 -697 -819
-30000 0 -179 -727 -1033 -1208
-40000 0 -227 -989 -1379 -1587
-45800 4 -246 -1132 -1572 -1814
-45800 9 -232 -1137 -1582 -1814
0 0 9 0 0 24
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F- 1. CV2-2 Fatigue.Test Strain Survey - Prior









GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
53A S4A 55A 5bA
0 0 0 0 8
5000 386 227 207 222
10000 ?83 454 424 420
15300 1238 657 631 791
0 -15 14 0 -5
-10000 -818 -450 -410 -475
-20000 -1641 -905 -810 -955
-20000 "-1646 -919 -820 -926
-30000 -2483 -1379 -1214 -1458
-40000 -3355 -1853 -1614 -1994
-45800 -3874 -2130 -1851 -2316
-45800 -3898 -2135 -1851 -2331
0 -15 -15 -10 54
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-1. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Prior








GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
20R 21R 22R 23R
GAGE NO.
24R
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 -167 0 246 -173 89
10000 -334 0 497 -355 184
15300 -485 0 759 -548 264
0 0 0 4 -10 -10
-10000 316 0 -493 369 -190
-20000 656 0 -986 744 -374
,20000 671 0 -996 749 -374
-30000 1010 0 -1499 1118 -568
-40000 1363 0 -2031 1513 -771
-45800 1585 0 -2342 1749 -889
-45800 1616 ,0 -2367 1779 -880
0 25 0 -15 19 -5
LOAD
INCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 25R 32R 33R 34R 35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 257 -191 19 249 -185
10000 510 -377 34 504 -369
15300 773 -583 59 805 -554
0 -10 0 0 -11 0
-10000 -540 381 -30 -536 394
-20000 -1065 768 -65 -1071 794
-20000 -1070 778 -65 -1071 794
-30000 -1610 1175 -100 -1611 1198
-40000 -2164 1587 -124 -2167 1624
-45800 -2495 1843 -134 -2493 I885
-45800 -2504 1859 -129 -2508 1911
0 -15 15 -5 -21 25
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES CDNPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-1. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey- Prior









GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
36R 37R 57R 5SR 59R
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 9 258 -150 74 207
10000 24 505 -300 139 405
15300 49 774 -410 289 648
0 0 0 -5 4 0
-I0000 -30 -533 314 -140 -426
-20000 -70 -1060 634 -300 -852
-20000 . -55 -1060 663 -276 -852
-30000 -95 -1604 968 -445 -1283
-40000 -120 -2147 1288 -625 -1724
-45800 -135 -2477 1487 -730 -1993
-45800 -130 -2493 1512 -735 -1993




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
60R 61R 62R
0 0 0 0
5000 -133 120 215
10000 -270 226 430
15300 -342 447 506
0 I0 0 0
-10000 295 -242 -447
-20000 595 -484 -905
-20000 620 -473 -905
-30000 906 -740 -1368
-40000 1196 -1017 -1847
-45800 1379 -1178 -2117
-45800 1409 -1178 -2117
0 76 45 16
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-1. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Prior







ZNCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS tA 2A 3A 4A 5A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -94 -190 -120 -110 -110
-20000 -173 -350 -270 -244 -219
-30000 -242 -510 -449 -414 -334
-40000 -330 -654 -629 -588 -453
0 0 0 0 0 0
LOAD
ZNCRENENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 6A 7A OA 9A
GAGE NO.
IOA
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -106 -90 -333 -166 -153
-20000 -212 -174 -698 -317 -297
-30000 -31B -257 -1046 -458 -430
-40000 -424 -341 -1324 -599 -563
0 0 0 38 0 4
LOAD
ZNCREHENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 11A 12A 13A 14A
GAGE NO.
15A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -15 -20 -223 -359 -353
-20000 -25 -35 -459 -712 -701
-30000 -30 -50 -696 -1045 -1034
-40000 -45 -05 -948 -1373 -1356
0 0 0 0 29 9
NEGATIVE SZGN INDZCATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-2. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First









GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
16A 17A 18A 19A 26A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -755 -570 -411 -452 -555
-20000 -1530 -1150 -832 -918 -1109
-30000 -2290 -1730 -1242 -1379 -1673
-40000 -3060 -2320 -1648 -1856 -2242
0 24 -1| 4 -5 4
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 27A aSA 29A 30A 31A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -552 -656 -590 -538 -479
-20000 -1124 -1331 -1170 -1104 -957
-30000 -1691 -2001 -1795 -1661 -1430
-40000 -2272 -2696 -2419 -2233 -1903




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
38A 39A 40A 41A 42A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -59 -15 -119 -129 -117
-20000 -112 -20 -237 -268 -244
-30000 -165 -15 -396 -426 -385
-40000 -223 -10 -560 -584 -517
0 4 19 -11 -5 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIUE 8TRAIN
Figure F-2. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First








GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
43A 44A 45A 46A 47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -ItS -59 -86 -170 -165
-20000 -236 -128 -182 -335 -320
-30000 -363 -217 -298 -495 -460
-40000 -495 -315 -404 -654 -605




GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
48A 49A 50A 51A 52A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 0 -63 -238 -353 -437
-20000 4 -121 -495 -710 -845
-30000 14 -178 -752 -1057 -1218
-40000 14 -231 -1018 -1404 -1606




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
53A 54A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -814 -462 -405 -492
-20000 -1672 -913 -819 -1007
-30000 -2511 -1369 -1223 -1523
-40000 -3374 -1836 -1627 -2049
0 -15 -10 -5 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-2. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First







INCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 20R 21R 22R 23R
GAGE NO.
24R
O 0 O | 0 0
-I0000 321 O -494 364 -195
-20000 659 O -1007 734 -393
-30000 996 0 -1511 1114 -583
-40000 1343 0 -2034 1503 -777
0 5 0 -5 9 4
LOAD
INCREHENT
POUNDS GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.25R 32R 33R 34R
0 0 0 0
-530 385 -30 -534
-1075 781 -65 -1073
-1615 1177 -90 -1602
-2169 1578 -120 -2146








INCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE HO. GAGE NO,











0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -35 -526 305 -165 -431
-20000 -70 -1057 620 -330 -866
-30000 -95 -1594 930 -490 -1297
-40000 -125 -2136 1246 -655 -1727
0 0 -6 10 0 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-2. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First
Lifetime After 360 Flights (Continued)







GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
bOR blR 62R
0 0 0 0
-10000 269 -262 -461
-20000 554 -535 -927
-30000 839 -786 -1388
-40000 1140 -1048 -1869
0 5 0 -22
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIUE STRAIN
Figure F-2. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First











GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO
2A 3A 4A 5A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -15 -20 -10 -15 -15
-10000 -84 -180 -120 -115 -110
-20000 -163 -340 "-264 -250 -219
-30000 -237 -500 • -449 -414 -333
-40000 -316 -655 -633 -599 -452
0 4 9 -5 -10 0
LOAD
INCRENENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 6A 7A 8A 9A tOA
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -14 -6 -50 -25 -30
-10000 -106 -90 -444' -156 -149
-20000 -212 -173 -751 -311 -293
-30000 -318 -257 -1014 -452 -427
-40000 -424 -341 -1364 -588 -560




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
12A 13A 14A 15A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 0 -15 -40 -55 -55
-10000 -5 -30 -223 -348 -344
-20000 -15 -45 -461 -696 -693
-30000 -25 -60 -708 -1024 -1026
-40000 -35 -95 -960 -1356 -1360




















GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
17A 1SA 19A 26A
0 0 0 0
-101 -70 -80 -109
-566 . -417 -44? -545
-1142 -823 -914 -I099
-1727 -1234 -1381 -1663
-2338 -1650 -1868 -2247
-6 4 0 9
Figure F-3. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First















0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -104 -129 -119 -104 -104
-10000 -554 -656 -591 -538 -474
-20000 -1117 -1326 -1187 -1096 -957
-30000 -1695 -2001 -1792 -1658 -1435
-40000 -2283 -2706 -2427 -2241 -1918








0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -20 -5 -21 -25 -25
-10000 -59 0 -113 -129 -108
-20000 -107 -5 -247 -263 -239
-30000 -165 -5 -40b -427 -376
-40000 -214 -5 -575 -596 -517




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
43A 44A 45A 46A 47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -25 -15 -21 -46 -30
-10000 -103 -59. -86 -176 -160
-20000 -231 -123 -I82 -336 -305
-30000 -358 -217 -293 -501 -450
-40000 -485 -320 -405 -661 -600




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
48A 49A 50A 51A
GAGE NO,
52A
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 0 -15 -60 -75 0
-10000 0 -63 -248 -337 0
-20000 0 -116 -504 -688 0
-30000 9 -169 -761 -1034 0
-40000 14 -222 -1038 -1386 0
0 0 0 -10 9 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-3. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First Lifetime







INCREHENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 53A 54A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -181 -104 -99 -110
-10000 -816 -451 -410 -501
-20000 -1651 -896 -815 -1002
-30000 -2496 -1361 -1224 -1533
-40000 -3366 -1831 -1634 -2069
0 -15 -5 0 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-3. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First Lifetime















0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 55 0 -84 59 -34
-10000 327 0 -498 359 -195
-20000 659 0 -996 729 -393
-30000 996 0 -1509 1109 -587
-40000 1358 0 -2036 1508 -777




GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
25R 32R 33R 34R 35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
-10000 -103 75 -10 -112 81
-10000 -530 381 -30 -534 388
-20000 -1065 778 -65 -1068 793
-30000 -1615 1180 -90 -1597 1197
-40000 -2179 1587 -120 -2151 161I










o 0 o o o o
-10000 -10 -110 65 -36 -97
-10000 -35 -526 305 -161 -436
-20000 -65 -1057 610 -326 -861
-30000 -95 -1594 930 -491 -1302
-40000 -125 -2141 1251 -661 -1747




GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
60R 61R 62R
0 0 0 0
-10000 116 -56 -102
-10000 330 -262 -455
-20000 620 -524 -920
-30000 904 -785 -1386
-40000 1199 -1047 -1856
0 61 0 5
• NEGATIUE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIUE STRAIN
Figure F-3. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First Lifetime






ZNCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 1A 2A 3A 4A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 72 150 195 215
20000 115 344 415 441
25470 153 461 477 537
0 -111 -83 171 225
-20000 -241 -398 -187 -173
-40000 -370 -641 -593 -600
-60000 -462 -674 -951 -984.
-76400 -548 -1063 -1275 -1311














GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
6A 7A SA 9A 10A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 154 62 24 119 139
20000 346 163 101 215 313
25470 447 216 I68 277 409
0 163 9 -49 -63 38
-20000 -106 -145 -213 -278 -256
-40000 -424 -318 -324 -494 -535
-60000 -718 -463 -410 -743 -800
-76400 -969 -569 -468 -911 -964




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
11A 12A 13A 14A 15A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 14 9 216 375 342
20000 29 29 428 771 660
25470 39 34 542 969 844
0 9 4 -35 34 -55
-20000 -10 -20 -503 -708 -726
-40000 -25 -45 -996 -1435 -1391
-60000 -40 -75 -1513 -2108 -2067
-76400 -60 -95 -1962 -2642 -2613
0 14 9 4 138 501
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-4. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First






INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
POUNDS 16A 17A 18A 19A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 725 584 419 415
20000 1420 1219 869 831
25470 1802 1559 1101 1063
0 -90 119 24 -45
-20000 -1565 -1070 -831 -936
-40000 -3080 -2285 -1675 -1851
-60000 -4689 -3510 -2505 -2820
-76400 -6069 -4534 -3197 -3666












INCREHENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
POUNDS 27A 28A 29A 30A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 540 650 578 532 457
20000 1081 _ t335 1147 1090 929
25470 1381 1710 1461 1386 1189
0 4 68 -10 19 0
-20000 -1141 -1292 -1212 -1106 -944
-40000 -2296 -2701 -2437 -2260 -1898
-60000 -3500 -4145 -3722 -3450 _2851
-76400 -4552 -5407 -4850 -4481 -3633
0 -99 -25 -25 29 0
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
POUNDS 3SA 39A 40A 41A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 4 -15 123 128 116
20000 19 -25 236 222 311
25470 28 -25 323 302 394
0 -73 -45 46 -35 155
-20000 -78 -40 -257 -387 -156
-40000. -126 -15 -550 -654 -326
-60000 -165 19 -811 -912 -531
-76400 -208 53 -1012 -1100 -711
0 19 63 -6 14 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-4. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First







INCRENENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 43A 44A 45A 46A
GAGE NO,
47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 151 68 70 154 169
20000 346 137 161 309 329
25470 454 210 211 384 408
0 146 68 25 4 44
-20000 -186 -74 -162 -285 -270
-40000 -508 -289 -338 -595 -589
-60000 -806 -485 -589 -899 -888
-76400 -797 -578 -715 -1149 -1057
0 4 0 0 4 9
GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.






0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 -15 33 202 340 441
20000 -25 76 419 686 854
25470 -30 100 532 889 1075
0 0 4 •-35 -20 14
-20000 24 -07 -494 -692 -926
-40000 63 -159 -1012 -1374 -174G
-60000 92 -221 -1589 -2046 -2494
-76400 126 -274 -2093 -2589 -3093




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
53A S4A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 783 444 417 469
20000 1606 889 835 944
25470 2061 1126 1071 1207
0 29 14 0 14
-20000 -1602 -915 -831 -990
-40000 -3296 -1853 -1642 -2049
-60000 -5069 -2812 -2434 -3177
-76400 -6611 -3632 -3083 -4171
0 -25 -10 9 -5
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-4. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First






INCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 20R 21R 22R 23R
GAGE NO,
24R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 -33I 0 502 -365 169
20000 -676 0 1024 -749 334
25470 -861 0 1304 -965 433
0 -31 0 64 -25 -34
-20000 655 0 -970 743 -392
-40000 1371 0 -2029 1526 -760
-60000 2107 0 -3112 2353 -1146
-76400 2802 0 -4028 3126 -1467
0 85 0 39 73 9
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
POUNDS 25R 32R 33R 34R
GAGE NO.
35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 503 -377 34 522 -383
20000 1002 -778 74 1066 -781
25470 1278 -1009 88 1365 -1011
0 -34 -36 0 25 -21
-20000 -1090 752 -60 -1046 780
-40000 -2185 1550 -124 -2136 1597
-60000 -3338 2368 -178 -3239 2454
-76400 -4365 3050 -203 -4174 3240




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
36R 37R 57R 58R 59R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 34 507 -305 183 445
20000 54 1031 -640 353 901
25470 69 1315 -834 437 1149
0 -5 5 -20 34 20
-20000 -65 -1060 634 -309 -892
-40000 -125 -2130 1283 -662 -1803
-60000 -185 -3249 1976 -1005 -2720
-76400 -215 -4205 2615 -1259 -3504
0 9 -22 49 4 -6
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-4. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First








GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
60R 61R 62R
0 0 0 0
10000 0 251 464
20000 0 523 923
25470 0 659 1190
0 0 20 16
-20000 0 -514 -930
-40000 0 -1057 -1907
-60000 " 0 -1606 -2890
-76400 0 -2073 -3739
0 0 0 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-4. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First





INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 1A 2A 3A 4A
GAGE NO.
5A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 67 155 215 235 115
20000 120 349 459 471 254
25470 154 490 526 562 307
0 -92 -64 220 264 105
-20000 -246 -423 -144 -130 -48
-40000 -362 -676 -565 -559 -279
-60000 -439 -914 -910 -953 -461
-76400 -516 -1089 -1216 -1256 -634
0 62 0 23 -5 14
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 6A 7A 8A 9A
GAGE NO.
IOA
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 168 65 24 103 139
20000 342 151 101 107 279
25470 405 216 163 248 356
0 130 5 -53 -75 9
-20000 -140 -152 -227 -272 -237
-40000 -430 -326 -323 -474 -483
-60000 -690 -456 -410 -699 -671
-76400 -898 -548 -477 -872 -772
0 14 10 14 9 115
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 11A 12A 13A 14A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 4 14 217 367 343
20000 19 24 435 764 . 672
25470 24 29 554 963 046
0 0 4 -20 39 -40
-20000 -20 -15 -500 -706 -732
-40000 -30 -35 -1010 -1421 -1400
-60000 -35 -50 -1529 -2067 -2062
-76400 -50 -55 -1979 -2578 -2595
0 4 19 14 09 44
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
F-22
Figure F-5. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First
Lifetime After 9000 Flights (1st Page)
Use and/or disclosure is governed by the state-





INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 16A 17A 18A 19A
GAGE NO.
26A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 720 448 435 411 549
20000 1415 1066 880 817 1123
25470 1787 1396 1113 1050 1429
0 -55 -30 39 -55 54
-20000 -1540 -1227 -827 -937 -1089
-40000 -3090 -2483 -1678 -1863 -2266
-60000 -4743 -4084 -2494 -2819 -3439
-76400 -6119 -5201 -3167 -3661 -4458




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
27A 28A 29A 30A
GAGE NO,
31A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 566 664 580 542 453
20000 1113 1353 1156 1100 926
25470 1414 1732 1471 1406 1192
0 24 78 4 39 0
-20000 -1129 -1290 -1221 -1096 -952
-40000 -2297 -2712 -2456 -2265 -1898
-60000 -3598 -4154 -3741 -3484 -2844
-76400 -4653 -5390 -4858 -4501 -3613
0 -99 9 0 -30 0
LOAD
INCRENENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 38A 39A 40A 41A 42A
0 0 0 0 0
16000 ? -5 107 119
20000 14 -20 205 188
25470 19 -25 287 252
0 -68 -30 46 -35
-20000 -73 -25 -206 -313
-40000 -97 -5 -509 -561
-60000 -126 39 -761 -809
-76400 -160 68 -987 -1042











NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-5. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First







INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 43A 44A 45A 46A 47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 83 58 75 139 119
20000 200 137 146 274 254
25470 264 201 196 354 319
0 83 5S 15 0 4
-20000 -I37 -74 -162 -270 -255
-40000 -265 -271 -323 -555 -519
-60000 -421 -463 -545 -844 -768
-76400 -582 -571 -671 -1084 -953
0 4 4 0 9 19
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 48A 49A 50A 51A 52A
0 0 0 0 o o
10000 -10 24 211 331 417
20000 -15 48 433 677 839
25470 -20 67 556 875 1060
0 0 0 -15 -15 0
-20000 14 -73 -48S -698 -904
-40000 38 -130 -1026 -1386 -1773
-60000 72 -183 -1607 -2024 -2534
-76400 97 -231 -2100 -2608 -3133




GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
53A 54A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 788 697 413 471
20000 1625 964 831 952
25470 2095 939 1058 1210
0 48 -218 0 29
-20000 -1602 -1326 -832 -983
-40000 -3325 -2410 -1649 -2049
-60000 -5088 -3493 -2432 -3175
-76400 -6787 -4324 -3072 -4127
0 19 -475 14 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-5. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First









GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
20R 21R 22R 23R
GAGE NO.
24R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 -337 -1098 502 -376 104
20000 -704 -2601 1004 -771 339
25470 -905 -2610 1289 -989 434
0 -61 -2737 39 -35 -24
-20000 643 255 -995 751 -388
-40000 1371 -1189 -2068 1561 -756
-60000 2105 -2159 -3151 2391 -1124
-76400 2778 -4454 -4067 3133 -1445




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
25R 32R 33R 34R 35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 514 -387 39 514 -390
20000 1019 -789 64 1065 -800
25470 1296 -1020 79 I360 -1030
0 -15 -41 0 25 -31
-20000 -1088 748 -55 -1066 773
-40000 -2186 1552 -119 -2161 1608
-60000 -3332 2356 -174 -3257 2469
-76400 -4342 3024 -213 -4170 3222




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO
36R 37R 57R 58R
, GAGE NO.
59R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 34 514 -330 169 465
20000 54 1034 -674 334 926
25470 69 1319 -873 413 1179
0 0 5 -35 29 40
-20000 -60 -1052 643 -305 -892
-40000 -120 -2141 1321 -649 -1828
-60000 -175 -3242 2024 -978 -2745
-76400 -210 -4184 2652 -1237 -3515
0 19 0 39 14 30
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-5. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First






INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
POUNDS 60R 61R 62R
o o o o
IOOO0 O 26t 411
20000 O 527 893
25470 O 668 1149
0 O 30 -33
-20000 0 -513 -1006
-40000 0 -1051 -1990
-60000 O -1598 -2990
-76400 0 -2051 -3819
O O 25 -33
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-5. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - First








GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
1A 2A 3A 4A 5A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 67 175 196 205 119
20000 110 384 446 432 263
25470 144 525 503 514 321
0 -t07 -54 225 245 110
-20000 -261 -424 -125 -97 -58
-40000 -367 -691 -538 -491 -288
-60000 -463 -940 -907 -846 -460
-76400 -459 -940 -907 -846 -400




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
6A 7A 8A 9A
GAGE NO.
10A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 115 48 236 84 87
20000 245 141 511 159 236
25470 293 201 695 234 319
0 91 -11 -107 -85 -54
-20000 -97 -175 -725 -282 -213
-40000 -318 -338 -1290 -479 -416
-60000 -516 -468 -1889 -714 -644
-76400 -51& -457 -445 -709 -653




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
11A 12A 13A 14A 15A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 14 9 212 362 330
20000 24 24 434 753 671
25470 29 29 553 967 84_
0 0 0 -20 39 -45
-20000 -10 -20 -514 -700 -736
-40000 -25 -40 -1028 -1409 -1398
160000 145 155 -1562 -2094 -20B4
-76400 -45 -55 -1567 -2084 -2074
0 0 9 -10 109 34
NEGATIVE SZGN ZNDZCATES COHPRESSZUE STRAZN
Figure F-6. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Third









GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO
16A 17A 18A 19A
GAGE NO.
26A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 701 0 420 401 539
20000 1392 0 870 823 1114
25470 1770 0 1113 1051 1416
0 .-80 0 39 -50 44
-20000 -1597 0 -832 -948 -1095
-40000 -3069 0 -1678 -1870 -2264
-60000 -4809 0 -2519 -2852, -3468
-76400 -4804 0 -2519 -2857 -3473




GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
27A 28A 29A 30A
GAGE NO.
31A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 542 655 570 532 452
20000 1098 1360 1161 1100 929
25470 1394 1719 1476 1401 1189
0 9 73 4 29 4
-20000 -1144 -1287 -1216 -1096 -939
-40000 -2297 -2706 -2447 -2246 -1883
-60000 -3519 -4155 -3751 -3430 -2837
-76400 -3529 -4175 -3761 -3440 -2837




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO
38A 39A 40A 41A
GAGE NO,
42A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 4 -15 102 109 68
20000 4 -25 195 183 233
25470 14 -25 267 247 316
0 -78 -45 30 -40 126
-20000 -68 -40 -201 -308 -122
-40000 -97 -25 -504 -556 -258
-60000 -136 -15 -751 -799 -468
-76400 -136 -15 -756 -799 -468
0 4 29 -11 -15 -15
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-6. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Third






INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 43A 44A 45A 46A 47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 68 58 75 130 134
20000 I81 147 156 270 259
25470 245 201 196 350 334
0 63 53 15 0 19
-20000 -148 -74 -147 -271 -235
-40000 -260 -265 -308 -541 -490
-60000 -422 -452 -529 -846 -744
-76400 -422 -452 -519 -841 -744
0 -10 -5 0 0 0
LOAD
INCREHENT GAGE NO, . GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
POUNDS 48A 49A 50A 51A 52A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 28 216 341 422
20000 0 52 443 688 849
25470 0 72 566 881 1075
0 4 0 -15 -15 -45
-20000 4 -63 -488 -699 -909
-40000 19 -116 -1016 -1383 -1787
-60000 34 -169 -1617 -2051 -2578
-76400 34 -169 -1617 -2031 -2573




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
53A 54A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 0 414 445
20000 0 0 828 921
25470 0 0 1055 1173
0 0 0 -15 9
-20000 0 0 -844 -942
-40000 0 0 -1658 -1972
-60000 0 0 -2458 -3082
-76400 0 0 -2458 -3087
0 0 0 -10 -30
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-6. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey -Third






INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 20R 21R 22R 23R
GAGE NO.
24R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 -338 847 486 -370 170
20000 -715 689 1012 -769 330
25470 -901 798 1283 -977 430
0 .-71 -316 29 -35 -34
-20000 638 -582 -1004 744 -402
-40000 1373 -966 -2071 1542 -766
-60000 2118 -1434 -3162 2375. -1149
-76400 2133 -1434 -3172 2390 -1144
0 25 -19B -15 29 4
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 25R 32R 33R 34R
GAGE NO.
35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 502 -382 34 508 -379
20000 1019 -799 64 1072 -804
25470 1290 -1015 79 1362 -1024
0 -20 -41 -5 25 -36
-20000 -1092 748 -60 -1053 777
-40000 -2189 1537 -124 -2135 1591
-60000 -3359 2336 -179 -3244 2455
-76400 -3363 2346 -179 -3254 2471
0 -15 10 -5 -26 15
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 36R 37R 57R 58R
GAGE NO.
59R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 29 503 -332 164 446
20000 49 1027 -693 339 922
25470 69 1312 -S74 424 1176
0 -5 0 -51 29 40
-20000 -60 -1061 637 -315 -908
-40000 -125 -2133 1309 -659 -1836
-60000 -185 -3259 2017 -994 -2779
-76400 -IS5 -3270 2032 -994 -2779
0 -5 -61 10 0 -6
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-6. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey - Third








GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
60R 61R 62R
0 0 0 0
10000 -275 261 460
20000 -581 532 947
25470 -739 678 1215
0 -21 30 16
-20000 559 -523 -959
-40000 1160 -1061 -1939
-60000 1786 -1629 -2967
-76400 1791 -1629 -2967
0 20 -6 0
NEGATIUE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIUE STRAIN
Figure F-6. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey -Third







INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS lh 2A 3A 4A
GAGE NO.
5A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 62 159 210 202 107
20000 105 372 453 423 249
25470 125 425 477 452 264
0 -106 -54 243 254 92
-20000 -260 -426 -115 -82 -64
-40000 -371 -711 -516 -462 -294
-60000 -438 -866 -764 -693' -416
-76400 -554 -1122 -1199 -1121 -656
0 48 14 -354 -39 -5
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
POUNDS 6A 7A 8A 9A
GAGE NO.
10A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 105 37 309 98 101
20000 230 124 609 173 197
25470 250 145 669 201 216
0 76 -22 -35 -75 -25
-20000 -106 -178 -650 -276 -212
-40000 -313 -340 -1250 -463 -400
-60000 -433 -426 -1640 -613 -515
-76400 -664 -561 -2365 -861 -708
0 9 -49 109 . 4 -409
LOAD
INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 11A 12A 13A 14A
GAGE NO.
15A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 14 9 220 375 346
20000 19 24 441 750 668
25470 29 34 490 814 738
0 9 9 -15 39 -30
-20000 -10 -10 -501 -686 -724
-40000 -25 -30 -1006 -1377 -1373
-60000 -35 -30 -1334 -1792 -1794
-76400 -60 -55 -2021 -2561 -2591
0 14 9 14 187 74
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-7. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey Fourth








GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
16A 17A 18A 19A
GAGE NO
26A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 705 0 439 419 554
20000 1390 0 083 020 1123
25470 1529 0 967 922 1236
0 -80 0 44 -40 59
-20000 -1560 0 -815 -933 -1079
-40000 -3005 0 -1639 -1831 -2207
-60000 -4053 0 -2162 -2433 -2954
-76400 -6129 0 -3178 -3687 -4483




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
27A 28A 29A 30A 31A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 561 671 588 552 462
20000 1108 1363 1171 1110 919
25470 1211 1516 1299 1223 1022
0 34 103 34 49 4
-20000 -1119 -1295 -1216 -10S1 -939
-40000 -2252 -3143 -2457 -2211 -1849
-60000 -3009 -4111 -3246 -2961 -2458
-76400 -4557 -6009 -4903 -4461 -3594




GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
38A 39A 40A 41A 42A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 -10 -20 113 128 69
20000 0 -35 195 207 209
25470 4 -40 220 231 253
0 -78 -59 46 -15 111
-20000 -73 -49 -196 -282 -132
-40000 -92 -40 -494 -528 -263
-60000 -121 -30 -658 -677 -395
-76400 -170 -30 -982 -997 -69I
0 9 19 -11 24 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-7. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey Fourth







INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
POUNDS 43A 44A 45A 46A 47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 73 53 SO 129 124
20000 176 122 160 274 248
25470 205 15I 1S0 304 278
0 68 53 25 0 9
-20QO0 -12B -79 -131 -260 -235
-40000 -236 -251 -292 -535 -483
-60000 -338 -378 -442 -720. -643
-76400 -573 -550 -618 -1055 -932




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
48A 49A 50A - 5tA 52A
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 23 216 302 435
20000 4 47 43S 581 B47
25470 9 52 487 635 940
0 0 4 -10 -145 -59
-20000 0 -58 -47B -860 -1019
-40000 -10 -116 -1005 -1540 -1876
-60000 -5 -144 -13B8 -1962 -2400
-76400 0 -207 -2107 -2702 -3262




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
53A 54A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 0 423 455
20000 0 0 831 905
25470 0 0 920 999
0 0 0 4 34
-20000 0 0 -822 -906
-40000 0 0 -1635 -1905
-60000 0 0 -2156 -2613
-76400 0 0 -3082 -3933
0 0 0 29 14
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-7. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey Fourth







INCRENENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 20R 21R 22R 23R 24R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 -336 1109 501 -374 183
20000 -696 1056 1003 -771 338
25470 -771 977 1116 -845 385
0 -76 -10 39 -50 -29
-20000 645 -397 -1004 741 -391
-40000 1351 -646 -2046 1522 -748
-60000 1821 -1008 -2724 2033. -988
-76400 2802 -1487 -4116 3142 -1459




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO,
25R 32R 33R 34R 35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 494 -376 39 533 -383
20000 989 -772 74 1072 -776
25470 1076 -852 79 1189 -873
0 -78 -26 4 45 -31
-20000 -1189 761 -55 -1032 785
-40000 -2280 1538 -114 -2105 1592
-60000 -3017 2039 -154 -2801 2128
-76400 -4516 3006 -208 -4148 3225




GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO
36R 37R 57R 58R
. GAGE NO.
59R
0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 34 513 -335 174 459
20000 59 1037 -695 333 924
25470 64 1141 -770 363 1025
0 9 21 -55 19 50
-20000 -45 -1043 644 -314 -910
-40000 -105 -2092 1329 -662 -1839
-60000 -145 -2791 1784 -876 -2445
-76400 -205 -4139 2709 -1259 -3576
0 34 76 9 -10 10
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-7. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey Fourth









GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
60R 61R 62R
0 0 0 0
10000 -279 270 480
20000 -568 541 961
25470 -629 602 1062
0 -21 30 26
-20000 552 -522 -946
-40000 1140 -1069 -1939
-60000 1546 -1431 -2591
-76400 2332 -2113 -3803
0 35 15 26
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-7. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey







INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS IA 2A 3A 4A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 38 87 85 57 27
10000 57 140 148 120 54
15300 100 280 391 336 183
0 -39 -39 238 192 64
-10000 _116 -223 105 62 -10
-20000 -197 -451 -02 -111 -100
-30000 -264 -581 -244 -26_ -169
-40000 -336 -702 -464 -458 -288
-45800 -351 -765 -578 -573 -343




GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
6A 7A 9A ?A 10A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 30 32 159 42 57
10000 72 37 241 65 81
15300 102 86 509 135 115
0 67 -33 0 -52 -02
-10000 -10 -103 -335 -164 -111
--20000 -S? -162 1-675 -267 -227
-30000 -173 -222 -963 -365 -357
-40000 -294 -2?7 -1308 -477 -434
-45800 -346 -351 -1472 -534 -458




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
11A 12A 13A 14A
GAGE NO,
15A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 0 0 102 152 148
10000 4 4 166 251 247
15300 9 14 353 556 534
0 0 0 0 4 0
-10000 -10 -10 -241 -355 -357
-20000 -15 -20 -491 -690 -714
-30000 -25 -25 -741 -1026 -1036
-40000 -30 -30 -1011 -1385 -1387
-45800 -30 -25 -1167 -1543 -1571
0 9 14 19 68 39
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-8. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey







INCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 16A 17A 18A 19A
0 0 0 0 0
5000 302 0 192 197
10000 510 0 325 315
15300 1004 0 680 640
0 -5 0 34 -25
-10000 -748 0 -400 -474
-20000 -1487 0 -614 -922
-30000 -2185 0 -1213 -1366 .
-40000 -2963 0 -1656 -1853
-45800 -3389 0 -1878 -2129















INCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 27A 28A 29A 30A
GAGE NO.
31A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 243 0 255 251 206
10000 414 0 442 418 339
15300 858 0 929 866 708
0 34 0 49 39 -10
-10000 -537 0 -566 -517 -478
-20000 -1127 0 -1210 -1073 -945
-30000 -1679 0 -2099 -1615 -1393
-40000 -2308 0 -2675 -2230 -1890
-45800 -2654 0 -2979 -2560 -2156
0 0 0 9 39 9
LOAD
INCREHENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
POUNDS 38A 39A 40A 41A
GAGE NO.
42A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 24 4 51 69 48
10000 14 4 97 103 77
15300 14 -10 184 187 160
0 -44 -10 46 24 58
-10000 -63 -10 -62 -104 -30
-20000 -68 -10 -185 -237 -117
-30000 -6G -10 -313 -371 -171
-40000 -87 0 -477 -514 -249
-45800 -87 14 -564 -578 -302
0 33 29 -6 19 19
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-8. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey











GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO
44A 45A 46A
0 0 0 0 0
5000 48 29 35 49
10000 73 53 70 84
15300 131 102 125 189
0 19 29 10 -20
-10000 -64 -10 -51 -145
-20000 -127 -64 -111 -280
-30000 -181 -133 -176 -40,4
-40000 -244 -240 -266 -544
-45800 -273 -299 -331 -619

















GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
48A 49A 50A 51A 52A
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 0 14 108 128 195
10000 4 19 172 237 323
15300 4 43 344 499 636
0 4 4 -5 -45 0
-10000 -10 -29 -232 -396 -471
-20000 -10 -53 -473 -738 -980
-30000 -10 -82 -724 -1059 -1504
-40000 -10 -106 -1009 -1420 -1979
-45800 0 -120 -1172 -1593 -2184






GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
54A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
5000 0 0 211 197
10000 0 0 333 336
15300 0 0 652 672
0 0 0 14 -30
-10000 0 0 -408 -495
-20000 0 0 -811 -940
-30000 0 0 -1218 -1415
-40000 0 0 -1650 -1960
-45800 0 0 -1866 -2271
0 0 0 34 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-8. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey









GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
20R 21R 22R 23R
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 -131 273 225 -158 84
10000 -231 537 373 -271 136
15300 -521 1417 770 -590 267
0 -21 -5 9 -25 -15
-10000 320 -201 -496 368 -203
-20000 680 -392 -1007 766 -386
-30000 1006 -573 -1503 1139 -564
-40000 1401 -641 -2073 1561 -757
-45800 1636 -876 -2387 1826 -856




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
25R 32R 33R 34R 35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 152 -161 14 233 -163
10000 285 -282 29 406 -286
15300 679 -598 54 812 -606
0 -173 -16 0 15 -11
-10000 -749 376 -25 -518 381
-20000 -1330 762 -55 -1051 788
-30000 -1886 1129 -84 -1559 1170
-40000 -2536 1550 -119 -2138 1608
-45800 -3023 1781 -129 -2453 1857




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO
36R 37R 57R 58R
GAGE NO.
59R
0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 19 239 -150 74 217
10000 19 398 -250 124 348
15300 44 801 -524 253 707
0 4 21 -25 19 15
-10000 -25 -513 319 -150 -456
-20000 -55 -1042 668 -314 -916
-30000 -85 -1549 997 -483 -1381
-40000 -115 -2127 1371 -663 -1877
-45800 -125 -2443 1580 -757 -2145
0 19 10 14 -5 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-8. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey









GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
60R 61R 62R
0 0 0 0
5000 -137 110 213
10000 -219 190 357
15300 -447 390 725
0 -26 -11 0
-10000 268 -276 -486
-20000 552 -557 -976
-30000 836 -822 -1456
-40000 1145 -1108 -1968
-45800 1338 -1253 -2246
0 10 -11 0
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure F-8. CV2-2 Fatigue Test Strain Survey





















GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
IA 2A 3A 4A 5A
0 0 0 0
28 56 38 38
163 324 263 187
323 500 359 370
491 801 603 592
"655 1063 920 862
130 238 210 202
655 1074 872 886
708 1211 1006 982'
795 1376 1155 1112
887 1569 1294 1233
964 1757 1442 1363

















GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
6A 7A 8A 9A 10A
0 0 0 0 0 0
3500 38 54 43 56 33
20000 144 185 188 234 245
40000 284 315 381 498 477
60000 452 577 676 686 655
80000 655 816 985 883 887
20000 168 266 313 75 I68
80000 708 827 989 916 863
90000 799 942 1125 1033 979
100000 900 1056 1270 1160 1085
110000 1011 1170 1410 1287 1191
120000 1107 1290 1550 1395 I282
130000 1194 1394 1665 1503 1374
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure G-1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension














0 0 0 0 0 0
3500 -9 114 79 119 104
20000 29 0 445 596 637
40000 49 59 885 1233 1319
60000 54 19 1306 1725 1961
80000 79 59 1756 2212 2614
20000 34 -5 445 44 482
80000 79 44 1726 2188 2579
90000 84 79 1954 2282 2873
100000 94 84 2176 2521 3216
110000 99 79 2399 2784 3575
120000 108 79 2626 3003 4028




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
16A 17A 18A I?A 26A
0 0 0 0 0 0
3500 263 209 114 234 178
20000 1397 1126 789 956 1060
40000 2829 2243 1638 1797 2149
60000 4261 3345 2463 2599 3195
80000 5708 4327 3362 3450 4274
20000 1526 1126 804 1000 1069
80000 5728 4327 3307 3500 4265
90000 6385 4751 3729 3923 4770
100000 7126 5284 4122 4326 5305
110000 10174 5793 4554 4725 5845
120000 10174 6257 5016 5123 6419
130000 10174-" 6576 5428 5492 6920
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure G-1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension
























































NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO.
38A 39A 40A 41A 42A
0 0 0 0 0 0
3500 9 9 10 24 14
20000 24 29 190 198 121
40000 24 29 448 476 350
60000 24 -69 793 794 545
80000 24 -128 1102 1137 745
20000 -15 -109 314 322 233
80000 I4 -94 1123 1142 760
90000 14 -109 1283 1301 852
100000 14 -94 1432 1455 945
110000 4 -69 1576 1614 1027
120000 0 -69 1721 1772 1115
130000 0 -55 1849 1892 1198
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure G- 1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tensicn







INCREHENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 43A 44A 45A 46A
GAGE NO.
47A
0 0 0 0 0 0
3500 14 24 40 39 24
20000 132 103 136 264 219
40000 293 310 307 574 449
60000 499 531 534 864 719
80000 661 753 792 1174 929
20000 195 236 257 224 174
80000 631 767 822 1159 924
90000 719 876 953 1314 1099
100000 798 984 1094 1479 1224
110000 881 10S7 1235 1614 1344
120000 954 1191 1377 1744 1444




GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO.
48A 49A 50A 51A 52A
0 0 0 0 0 0
3500 0 14 74 109 152
20000 14 52 414 709 S22
40000 24 100 848 1458 1636
60000 9 139 1282 2217 2454
80000 -15 153 1727 " 3020 3306
20000 -10 24 453 798 SS2
SO000 -15 153 1727 3020 3306
90000 -5 153 197S 3425 3705
100000 -10 153 2205 3848 4134
110000 0 I6S 2447 4307 4573
120000 24 172 2689 5051 4962
130000 38 172 2991 5504 5332
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure G-1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension







INCRENENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
P0UNDS 53A 54A 55A 56A
0 0 0 0 0
3500 244 176 148 173
20000 1483 926 838 861
40000 3026 1882 1707 1684
60000 4617 2833 2575 2491
80000 6267 3744 3380 3304
20000 1708 946 848 847
80000 6262 3749 3365 3304
90000 7100 4220 3769 3715'
100000 7908 4695 4218 4121
110000 8632 5112 4667 4532
120000 9058 5429 5195 4953
130000 9685 5780 5645 5310
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COHPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure G-1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension







INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 20R 21R 22R 23R
0 0 0 0 0
3500 -141 54 167 -134
20000 -690 359 985 -751
40000 -1369 733 1966 -1526
60000 -2103 1092 2967 -2345
80000 -2833 1569 3973 -3204
20000 -816 354 1054 -923
80000 -2858 1417 3958 -3226
90000 -3230 1604 4480 -3653
100000 -3598 1776 4978 -4097
110000 -3985 1948 5471 -4541
120000 -4403 2120 5979 -5030

















INCREMENT GAGE NO, GAGE NO, GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 25R 32R 33R 34R
GAGE NO.
35R
0 0 0 0 0 0
3500 169 -141 0 174 -159
20000 1013 -783 39 1034 -BOO
40000 2041 -1586 93 2100 -1614
60000 3050 -2414 128 3166 -2465
80000 4078 -3252 183 4262 -3326
20000 1086 -879 19 1116 -918
80000 4088 -3262 168 4247 -3351
90000 4602 -3689 197 4795 -3787
100000 5106 -4115 217 5338 -4238
110000 5601 -4552 227 5886 -4704
120000 6081 -5003 237 6445 -5180
130000 6493 -5395 252 6937 -5600
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure G-1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension





INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 36R 37R 57R
0 0 0 0
3500 4 175 -126
20000 44 1003 -677
40000 84 2039 -1369
60000 104 3065 -2115
80000 129 4117 -2912
20000 0 1074 -862
80000 129 4117 -2937
90000 129 4644 -3348
100000 144 5170 -3754
110000 144 5696 -4180
120000 144 6250 -4656
































INCREMENT GAGE NO. GAGE NO. GAGE NO,
POUNDS 60R 6IR 62R
0 0 0 0
3500 -97 85 160
20000 -581 482 883
40000 -1181 954 1783
60000 -1833 1411 2688
80000 -2510 1874 3620
20000 -718 462 915
SO000 -2515 1884 3630
90000 -2861 2110 4086
100000 -3212 2336 4573
110000 -3599 2557 5060
120000 -4078 2773 5623
130000 -4424 2974 6056
NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
Figure G-1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension
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Figure H-1. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -





























100 % load ( 130000 Ibs) DATE : 07/17.'04
Figure H-2. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -












































Figure H-3. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -







































Figure H-4. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -






































100 Y, Iosd ( 130080 Ib=) ORTE = 07,'17-'84
Figure H-5. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-6. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-7. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-8. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -



































Figure H-9. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-IO. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H- 11. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H- 12. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H- 13. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure 14. C'V2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -







































100 _ load ( 130000 Ibm) DRTE : 07/I?/84
Figure H-15. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -



























Figure H- 16. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H- 17. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -






























Figure H- 18. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-19. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-20. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-21. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-22. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -





























Figure H-23. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-24. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -





































Figure H-25. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
































Figure H-26. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -









































Figure H-28. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-29. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-30. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-31. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
Strain Gauge Readings - Plot Gage 31
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Figure H-32. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-33. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
Strain Gauge Readings - Plot Gage 33
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Figure H-34. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -



























Figure H-35. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-36. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-37. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-38. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-39. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -




































Figure H-40. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-41. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-42. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-43. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-44. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-45. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -







































Figure H-46. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
































Figure H-47. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-48. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-,4.9. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -



































Figure H-50. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-51. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -


























100 % load ( 130000 Ib=) DATE : 07/17/04
Figure H-52. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -





































Figure H-53. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
































Figure H-54. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-55. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -







































Figure H-56. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -






























Figure H-57. CV2m2 Residual Strength Tension Test -







































Figure H-58. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -



































Figure H-59. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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Figure H-60. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -



































Figure H-61. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
































Figure H-_. CV2-2 Residual Strength Tension Test -
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